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The Whidbey Island anti-skinhead protest a'nd
the debate on how to fight racism
i

Recently, at the confrontations ofthe anti-racist movement' could only muster a dozen or so for their nearby, cerewith the skinheads, and of the pro-choice activists with the
mony despite large prior promotion of it for days in the
anti-abortion fanatics, the issue of militancy versus liberal ,Seattle daily press. They were gathering about a half-mile
tactics has become sharp. The Democratic Party politicians,
away in the same State Park.
the liberals, and'their refonnist hangers-on in the left, have
At this action a dispute' over tactics broke out. Many
opposed confrontation, of the racists and the anti-abortiOli
activists wished to march over and shout slogans at least
fanatics: The Workers' Advocate has reported on the attempts
within hearing range of the nazis. But the Freedom Socialof NOW and similar forces to divert the pro-choice militants
ist Party CFSP) members that were leadiJ,lg the picket line
into legalism, cheering the police, and letting the abortion
disagreed. And FSP would not allow the issue to be disfanatics alone. Here we reprint the March 25 'leaflet ,of. the
cussed by the protest as a whole. They used a series of
MLP-Seattle denouncing the liberal tacties of the trotskyisi 'methods to block discussion, including drowning out the'
, FSP in the anti-racist struggle.
activists with bullhorns and physical restraint by a squad
of Guardian Angels. Needless to say, this scandalous
Today, black ·people in America face U;creasing racial
behavior by the FSP gen,erated much indignation among
discrimination and police harassment. They have suffered
the anti-racist activists.
setbacks in employment, education, housing, and in 9ther
Now, in an a~mpt to defend themselves, FSP has
sphere~, as have other oppressed minorities. And noW
published an editorial in therr paper, Freedom Socialist, of
white supremacist hate movements such as the nazis and
Jan.-Mar. 1989. (Appended.) This editorial creates' a,
-skinheads, are receiving much promotion in the mass
fantasy world in which the FSP heroically defended the
media.
protesters from a grave threat of "adventurism" and
These trends are not the product of some perverse
"violent extremism." We wish to reply to FSP's editorial
"human nature," nor ar.e they caused by the ignorance and
because the Whidbey events provide a small, yet graphic
backwardness of the poor and downtrodden elements in
,
Continued on page 26
.society. In part, they stem from the the large corporations'
41satiable drive for profits, a drive that has been encourFSP on ~e Wbidbey Island events .. _ . . . . . . .. 31
aged in every way during the Reagan years. Squeezing
extra profits out of the oppressed minorities is part of this
general anti-worker offensive.
,
Th,e government is also bracing itself for future economic and political crises by strengthening racist reaction. ,For
these reasons it seems clear that the racist offensive will
only intensify in the coming perio~.

*

*

*

Recently anti-racist protests have become more frequent. And activists are debating the best policies for
building this movement.
On Dec. 10, 1988 a spirited picket of about 300 peopie
took place against a nazi-skinhead gathering oli Whidbey ,
Island, Wash. This was a blow against, the racists who

J
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In Boston .Transit:

Reinstate motorman Mike· Campbell!
i9 issue of Boston Worker,voice

rights' attacks. He was given a five-day suspension last
spring when he mobilized workers to demand that the
union hold a rally in front of the State House and begin
organizing mass actions to press our contract demands. He
On Wednesday, March 15, Red Line Supervisor Mulhern
was given another bogus five-day suspension last fall when
suspended motorman Mike Campbell indefinitely with
reconiinendation to fire. The excuse for this firing was a
he and several other workers launched a mass grievance
demanding that the union reject the sheets unless the
charge by Orange Line Supervisor Donovan that he had
seen Mike Campbell "engaged in casual conversation with
outside hours and deadheading were cut. While Mike has
been under attack, leaders of Local 589· have threatened
a passenger while operating a train." In fact a passenger
to have him thrown out of the union and voted to prevent
had requested directions from Mike when the train was
stationary. When the train left the ·station he informed her
his grievances against the bogus disciplinary cases ·from
that he could not talk while driving, and at the next
going to arbitration. By these actions the management was
station the passenger left.
senta signal. that Mike Campbe:q was fair game. Now he
has been fired.
Why did Mulhern fire Mike over this chicken-shit
Mike· is a militant, anti-racist arid revolutionary-minded
charge? Isn't it a fact that Mulhern as well as other
worker who is widely known as a supporter of Boston
supervisors frequently enter operators' cabs and engage in
real "casual conversation" with motormen while they are
Worker and the Marxist-Leninist Party. Mike has been an
driving their trains? Why· did he fire Mike when everyone
extremely outspoken· advocate and organizer of. mass
knoWs he has a squeaky clean safety record and better · struggle to defend the workers' rights. He has also been
an opponent of the union leaders' "tum the other cheek"
than average attendance? ,
Why? Because the Authority has been setting conditions · /policy--the policy of relying on useless lobbying instead
up for the last year to get rid of Mike for. his activity in
of mass action to roll back management rights. -At a time
organizing workers for resistance to the management
when the Authority is going after major concessions in the
new contract it is no wonder that they want to get rid of
people like Mike. They know that communists are the
staunchest, .most far-sighted fighters among the workers.
And the Authority wants to get rid of the organizers
among the T workers so . that they can more easily shove·
concessions down our throats.
Workers, we must not allow the T management to get
. Theoretical-Political Newspaper of the
away with this. Workers should organize support for Mike
Central Committee of the
and wherever possible management officials should. be .
confronted
with the demand for. his reinstatement. After
Marxist-Leninist Party, USA
hanging Mike out to dry, Romano and the other union
Rates: 75~ for single copy; $4.50 for 6 issues; $~ for
officials are now promising to get him his job back. But'
12 issues by tst class mail (U.S., Canada, Mexico).
they cannot be relied upon. It is only mass actions of the
.. From distributor: 25¢·
ISSN 0276-363X . rank and file that can defend militants such as Mike.
Workers, We must show O'Leary, Glynn and Mulhern
that a few firings .will not shut us up. We must work
harder to strengthen the independent organization of the
· rank. and file. Contribute information and spread Boston·
Worker leaflets everywhere. Link up more closely with the
Rates: $1 for single copy; $12 for one year by 1st class
Bost01i Worker and the MLP to build up a network of
mail (U.S., Canada, Mexico).
revolutionary-minded workers that can give voice to and
ISSN0882-6366 · organize the discontent and anger of the rank-and-file
From distributor: 50~
workers.
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Correspondence:

The'Stockton massacre was ,a racist attack
Below is an excerpt from the March 1st leaflet ·Oppose
gun control" sent in to us from the Revolutionary Action
Group of Seattle, P.O.Box 18228, SeattleWA 98118: .
The pretext that is being used to justify all the guncontrol hysteria is the massacre at Stockton, California in
which Patrick Eddie Purdy returned to his old elementary
school and killed five children. Purdy's attack occurred
January 17, 1989, the day after Martin Luther King day.
All five 'of the children Purdy murdered were South East

ASians.
"Purdy hated Vietnamese immigrants and believed they
were robbing native-born Americans of jobs, according to
a former co-worker, Steve Sloan, who was quoted in the
Sacramento Bee. 'He seemed real frustrated because here,
he was, being barely able to hold onto a job. I got the
. impression that the guy had it in for other minority people
, because. th~y are able to come into our country.' [He] said
he spoke to 'purdy at Numeri Tech, a Stockton machine
shop where the killer worked for a few months last year."
(Seattle Times 1/18/89) ".. :a white child who witnessed
the attack said he thought that purdy targeted children he
thought were Asian." (Workers' World, 2/2/89) Purdy was
arrested near Lake Tahoe in April 1987 for "shooting at
trees" . eEl Dorado County Sheriffs Department report)
With him he had "an Aryan nations type book about guns
and killing." (Ibid.)
The ammo clip to the rifle that Purdy used in his attack
had a circle with a cross through it and the initials OSSA"

painted on it. The circle with a cross through it is a
KKK/nazi symbol and is used by at least seven chapters of
the nazi skinheads. But only one chapter of the nazi skinheads uses the particular version of the circle with the
cross through it that Purdy painted on his rifle. This is the
Grand Rapids, Michigan chapter, which is also home of
the SS Action Group, initials "SSAG." (The SS was an elite
force of German nazi troops infamous for its brutality.):
The Stockton police covered up the
racist nature of the attack
The day after the attack, at a' press conference, Stockton
police Captain Dennis Perry said about Purdy's motives for
the attack: "We'll never know." (Requoted from Workers
World, 2/2/89) Isn't it a little premature for the head of
, the investigation to be saying this after only one day? Also
the piece of evidence which established the most direct
link between Purdy and the fascist movement, the rifle
magazine with· the initials painted on it, was removed
from the rifle when it was displayed for reporters.' In order
to try and convince the reporters that the attack was not
racist, Captain Perry even went so far as to say the Purdy
hated "Lebanese, Libyans, Vietnamese, no one particular
group." (requoted from Workers' World, 2/2/89) Yes, no
one particular group of non-white people, just all nonwhite people! Even Newsweek admitted to the existence
of the cover-up in their own low~key way: "Authorities
•
played down a racial motive." (Newsweek, 2/1/89)

Chicago mayoral elections have nothing" to offer

For, a 'real fight against racism and poverty
Excerpted from the March 29 issue of Chicago Workers'
Voice, paper of the MLP-Chicago. (0/1 ApJiZ 4, Daley won
the election, which was to fill the last two years of the temz of
the late mayor Harold Washington):
'
What is at stake for the working 'people in the mayoral
elections? Undoubtedly, conditions for the poor and working people are getting worse. ...
The working people want politics of change. It is in the
light of how to bring about change that we must look at
the mayoral elections. "
.
There are three candidates. Daley offers' the politics of
the old machine; of kowtowing to the big real estate
developers and banks. His is a typical program of capitalist
reaction. He has managed to raise more than $6 million

for his campaign, mostly from big business and the rich.
Then there is Fast Eddie Vrdolyak. He accuses Daley of
not being reactionary enough. For this he received
encouragement from Dan Quayle to run in the Republican
primary. They are two birds of the same feather. Only
Alderman Evans makes even a hint of an appeal' to the
poor and workers. He presents his program as an answer
to their deteriorating conditions. Thus we deal with his
campaign in a separate article in this paper (see page 5).
Richard Daley-the politics of the old machine
Richard Daley is the son of the late mayor, "the Boss", .
Dick Daley. And his is the politics of the, old Daley'
machine, with maybea few of the.rough edges smoothed
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over. Luis Guitierrez, a former "radical" turned Daley
supporter, says that one should not blame the so~' for the
crimes of the father. However, we have never heard even
a ,hint of criticism from Rich Daley about the policies of
his father.
'
Daley promises strong leadership for all Chicago. but
seems to have kept his program purposefully vague. He
even refused to participate in the'League of Women Voters
debat~ on Channel 11. Maybe this is because his program,
is for all of rich Chicago, and against the poor and
minorities. Whenever he goes from vague generalities to
anything. concrete, his program means handouts for big
business and reaction against the masses.
.' Daley gets upset whenever'he is called a "racist". The
issue is not whether he said that Chicago needs a "white" .
mayor. (Or did he, say "wet" mayor?) The issue is his
policies.
.
According to official statistics Chicago is the most
se.gregatedmajor city in the country. Racist skinhead
gangs are organizing in, Uptown. Black families tryingto
move into Marquette Park and other neighborhoods have
their houses bombed'. Black students are attacked on their
way to school in Mt. Greenwood. But has Mr. Daley as
State's Attorney ever led a campaign against racism, racist
attacks and segregation? He hasn't even done this in his
own neighborhood, Bridgeport. And what about excluding
black people from serying on juries (which Daley's office
qoes,rou,tinely)? What about the affirmative action record
at the State's Attorney's office? Daley has one of the
poorest affirmative action programs of any major county
official. No matter how he protests, the evidence clearly
shows the racist policies of Rich Daley.
What about jobs? Factories like Rheem and StewartWarner are closing down. And what does Mr. Daley have
to offer the workers? Why, more plant closings topped off
with more handouts to the, rich. Referring to the area
along the Chicago River, a manufacturing corridor, Daley
said "The Chicago River should not be a dumping ground
for industry. The river is going to' be for townhouses '"
and offices." So what we get is more factories converted
to condominiums and shopping malls for the yuppies.
Maybe, Mr. Daley, this is why real estate developers have
given you hundreds of thousands of dollars for your
campaign. A fight against plant closings and unemployment requires a fight against Rich Daley.
The Chicago schools are overcrowded. Many students go
without textbooks. Buildings are falling apart. For these
problems, Daley has only vague proposals. He proposes
creating an office of vice-mayor of education. (Maybe
more patronage for his cronies?) Daley stresses that he
can work with the Governor and state legislature. This has
done so much good in the past that Illinois ranks 44th out
of 50 states in funding for education.
When :Mr. Daley does get concrete, his idea of education is more repression of the students. His campaign ads
call for mandatory inspections of student lockers and more
police patrols. This is a program to make the problems of

education worse. It will turn the schools more and more
into prisons. Working and progressive people must oppose
the big busiIless politics of Rich Daley.
Edward Vrdolyak-candidate of open reaction
Then there is the candidacy of Edward Vrdolyak, the
_Republican candidate [he was an old-guard, Chicago
Democrat until recently]. Edward Vrdolyak is a notorious
, racist. He got his political start opposing busing for school
integration. He was notorious for opposing [Chicago's late
black mayor] Harold Washington mainly because he was
black. And now one of Vrdolyak's major proposals for
education is to cut out busing for desegregation. The
Chicago area already has one of the most segregated
school sysrems in the country. Yet Vrdolyak wants to mak,.e
it worse.
,
.
, Ask Vrdolyak about the host of problems facing working
people. From education to health care to transp~rtation,
,he has the right-wing answer. He campaigns against
, raising taxes and talks about "cutting the fat out of the
. budgets." This is the slogan of Reagan and Bush. It doesn't
. mean cutting taxes on the workers and small homeowners.
It means givillg tax breaks to the rich and then wiping O'llt
the minimal social programs that still exist. It is also a
plan to eliminate jobs and cut wages' of workers in the
public' sector.
Fast Eddie Vrdolyak is a candidate of outright reaction.
He called' for boycotting a bank that rents space to a
family planning clinic. He called for businesses to c.ut off
funding to the Art Institute over the flag issue. [This refers
to the satiric exhibit "What is the proper way to exhibit
the American flag", which allowed or encouraged people
to walk on the flag. It apparently was connected to publi~ cizing an upcoming Supreme Court case. A Texas Court qf
Appeals had thrown out a conviction for desecration of the
flag', and the Supreme Court is to review the case. Meanwhile the bankrupt chauvinists of the U.S. Senate, with
liberal Democrats and conservative Republicans united in
patriotic, lynch-mob bliss, voted 97-0 in' mid-March to
amend the existing flag desecration statute to add penalties to it.] He has justly earned the hatred of progressive
peop!e",
We must fight the politics and plans of Vrdolyak and
Daley. However, does this mean backing Tim Evans, the
third candidate for mayor of Chicago?
Timothy Evans-his r~oI::ms
. amount to nothing
Timothy Evans comes, out of the old Daley machine,
just like Rich Daley and Vrdolyak. 'However, the Evans
campaign plays to the growing discontent of the masses.
The Evans campaign can' provide many statistics about
.poverty and hardship. He is the only candidate who even
. makes a pretense of dealing with it. However, his plans
amount to only a few sops to keep the poor quiet. Under
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his program, government handouts to the iich can continue. He only wants a little refonnist covering added on. His
program contains no sweeping plans of change. His
program, does not fight the rotten problems we face. It
does not represent a solution.

We need even more protests against the rotten conditions. We must demand that the rich have to pay for a
. proper education for our children. We need to build a
movement against plant closings and layoffs. We must
demand open housing and full rights for all workers,
native-born and immigrants.
When it comes to fighting the many problems facing
the working and poor people, there is no other path but
struggle. And to solve those problems permanently,' we .
also need to get rid of the. system that is causing them.
This is the system of capitalism where everything is run.
in the interests of the profits of the rich. We need to aim
our struggles towards getting rid of this system. We need
to build a system where the workers and poor run things
iri their own interests. We need socialism.
•

The only answer-mass struggle
)

In fact there is only one answer to the problems facing
the working and 'poor people. That is .mass struggle. We
need to fight back against racism and racist attacks. When
protesters shut down a _racist bar in February it was
absolutely just. When protesters demonstrated in Marquette Park against a Klan rally, it was exactly what was
needed. When. the teachers struck for better conditions
they 4id the right thing.

What does Evans' reform program amount to?

Pie in the skyfrqm the Ii-beral Democrats
, RepJinted from the March 29 issue of Chicago Workers'
Voice, paper of the MLP~Chicago.
Timothy Evans, mayoral candidate of the Harold
Washington Party, makes a deliberate appeal to poor
people, minorities and workers. He gives the appearance
of addressing their concerns. He also .appeals to profes;
sional and technical people, like teachers, doctors and
nurses, who daIly meet the plight of the poor. Consequently, many people perceive.himas a refonner or even'
as a progressive candidate. On the other hand, the rich,
including many of the Black capitalists, are not supporting
Evans' candidacy or policies. The big money men are
against him. This also makes his policies look more
progressive than they actually are. We have looked
carefully into Mr. Evans'.program and we think that those
who sympathize with his views should do the same.
The Tim Evans campaign holds out promises of refonn.
It can provide many statistics on the rotten conditions
facing the masses. It hints at improving their conditions.
However, it is not really a refonn program. In fact, it only
offers a few pal:try changes. And he has few concrete
methods to even carry out these changes. He will leave
the decisions in the hands of the wage-cutting capitalists
and his budget-cutting brothers in the City council.
The politics working people need is the politics of
struggle. We need mass struggles against growing poverty
and unemployment. We need mass struggles against wage
cutting and plant closings. We need mass struggles to stop
the deterioratin,g housing and health of working people.
We need mass struggles' against the rich capitalists and
their government who are causing these problems.
_ Evans' program on the housing crisis'

r

Evans' plan for solving the. housing cnSlS is a good
example. His main proposal is to convene a summit. Community groups, workers and capitalists will supposedly
cooperate. Together they will come up with proposals to
deal withhomelessness, public housing and affordable
housing. But convening a "summit" is not a plan. It is only
a way to fake a plan. Bringing community groups in
makes it sound like the people will have a say. However,
the rich will make the actual decisions. This makes it like
other capitalist programs.
Public housing

I

Evans talks about the crisis in public housing. He says
that it would take a billion dollars to overcome the deterioration that has accumulated due to deferred repairs.
A huge sum of money. In the next breath, he says that the
mayor of Chicago can't do anything because HUD has
taken oVer management. So what is Evans going to do?
Is he going to lead a march on the nation's capital to
demand federal funding for housing? Is he going to lead
a match on city hall and demand that it sp-end this money
on housing?
As Evans is well aware, - city hall spends the little
funding it does get on everything but housing. We should
march and protest. We should take up many kinds of mass
struggle. Our organization and militant struggle is the only
weapon, the only real power we have;
However, militant action of any kind is not in Evans'
pr.o gram. His model is Prairie Court where tenants get to
"manage" the deterioration. That's all this tenant selfmanagement can amount to. with no funds. The bottom
line is where Mr. Evans gets stuck. He talks abo\?-t fixing
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up the 6,000 locked, up CHA units. He talks about building
However, cooperating with the big reaJ. estate develop5,000 new units. However, he has no j>lanto get the . ers is like cooperating with the wolves. They are largely
money, even for these minimal steps. If he went after the
responsible for creating the problem in the first place. And
rich real estate developers, the corporations, the executives. no matte~ how many c6mmunity organizations are involv, and the bankers-~the ones who have the big money--his
ed, they will not solve the housing crisis.
lovely scheme for cooperation would die 'quickly.
The homeless
Evans has other proposals, for dealing with public
housing. For instance, he favors tenant buy-outs of CHA
Mr. 'Evans' dreaming on the' issue of the homeless is
,[Chicago Housing Authority] units, perhaps in buildings
that h3.y~been rehabbed. [This is related to the favorite just as ineffective and palpy. He would "like" to see
buyout and privatization schemes of hard-line Reaganite ,.'. transitional housing units and job training for 1,000
conserVc!.tive Kemp, Bush's appointee to HUD. These ideas
homeless. This is totally inadequate for the more than
of Kemp have been applauded as the new wisdom by var-35,000 homeless in Chicago. For the majority of the
iOlls liberal D~ocrats' and black bourgeoispolitidans,lhomeless,. he "promises" shelters. However, he promises no .
We don't, think it has escaped Mr. Evans attention that i concrete methods to fund even these ,minimal steps. He
public' housing' residents are very poor. When Evans ,should demand a high tax on the'rich banks, industrialists.
piopos~s looking for tenants based on who .canbuy their
and real estate moguls whose policies have thrown many
owp. apartments th~t is just another condominium scheme.
workers into the streets. However he doesn't want to step
It will drive out those who are most in need of public ,on their feet or their enormoU:~profits.Therefore even his
housing in the, first place. And Evans says he wants to I minimal proposals are pie in the sky. The crisis of homelessness will continue to grow.
cUrb' gentrification. It sure doesn't look like it. .
Arid it turns out that Mr. Evans is not against harassFinancing the progrcun
m~t and repression of public housing residents: when
Evans gets past the statistics and comments' on what's
.: Evans'plans for financing housing for the poor show
going on,he supports such things as the ,CHA lockdowri
and r a i d s . '
.....
, 'the great respect he has for the interests for the rich. In
general,' Evans likes· the deal that Harold Washington
Affordable housing
worked out with the developers of Presidential Towers. He
would have the developers contribute to a fund for affor.dMr. Evans shows he is' an ordinary capitalist poJitidan , able housing development. But such contributions ~e little
when he sp'eaks to the issue of affordable., housing. The ~ nio~e than official payoffs to sanction what the. cap~talists
would have done anyWay. .
.
,
private housing market is a sacred cow. This tough, liberal
To see what a meaningless measure this is, consider
"champion" of the poor won't' even touch it. There is
tl1at the Presidential Towers fund has accumulated' $3
nothing in his' program to deal with the thousands of
abando:w~d buildings in poor neighborhoods.' There is
million~o date. Of course, this is still just a drop in the
noth,ing to beef up the housing '. court and haul the shun
bucket. Remember that Evans admits that at least $1
lords'in to force them to repair ruri-down buil.dings. There'
billion is needed just to makeCHA apartnients livable.
How, ask Mr. Evans why not a penny ofithas been spent·
is nothing to make the private owners of the 32 square
IDnes of vacant land in the city use the land for housing. , on housing. ~ Mr. Evans admits, the fund has been sitEvans' plans center on the 6,000 vacant lots owned by: ting there for two years, waiting for City Council to pass
legislation'. This is the same bunch that won't pass the
the city. First, this is anothe:r piddling plan when weighed
plan the real, emergencyhoII1-eless. relief legislation, which has steadily
against the need for housing. And in
estate developers still' wind up in ,charge. They' will .call, cut funds for Health cind Human Services. Mr. Evans is not
as naive .as he thinks we are. Housing for the poor doesn't
the shots and reap the lion's share of t4e benefit.
Evans will ~encourage" housing development by: giVing, . have a chance when it is left of the, mercy of the bankers,
tax breaks on the city-owned land. He has even talked of the Chicago'City Council, to Bush and Gov. Thompson.
outright giving the land away in exchange for the develop-'
Woders. beware!
ds promise to build low cost housing. Tax breaks? Land,.
give-aways? Handshake 'deals? And this is the man who,
The MLP supports any real improvement in the living
went after Sawyer for not. getting enough, ()n the O'Hare
conditions of our dass, the workirig ~lass. However,. to
lillton deal! Either way, we are still talking abou(wheel~
gain any reforms in housing, education or other areas it
ing and dealing with the very ,capitalists who have' made
aprofitable business out of letting housing deteriorate: and is necessary to fight the .rich. The wealthy Will never pu~'
up a penny for the good of the workers and poor unless
", ,i.',
then fixing it up for the yuppies'l
,
a serious class struggle makes them pay. .
Of course, he makes some pretense of myolvmg:the
. Theliberiils and reformists will never make the rich
poor in his plans. This is done by involving community
Continued on the last page
~oups ~e TWO andAcomm the plans.,
'
,
, ;

his
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From the Third Congress of the MLP,USA:

On the work 'among postal workers
Excepted from a speech at the Third Congress, Fall 1988:

i

The postal workers are a large and iniportant section of
the American proletariat. There are some 800,000 postal"
employees across the country. Moreover; the postal system
is a vital link in the entire capitalist economy. To,day our
Party is organizing among postal workers in various cities.
This report will deal with work among, postal workers in
our c i t y . '
'
It should be noted, however,' that our local experience
is not being raised to promote it as a unive~al model. We
have been at this work for just two years. And we have
only begun the process of trying out various methods and
forms and suniInilig up their value. Nevertheless there
have been some initial successes. As well, we 'have been
fortunate to have comrades or long-time shpport~i:s at,
several different workplaces. This has given us the opportunity to organize among b'otb clerks and carriers, and to
make some ties with the mailhandlers as well.
/

Lessons from the Militant Struggles of the
Postal Worlcers' in the 1970's _
" Today unrest is brewing among the postal workers. As,
this unrest breaks out, the struggle will face a number of
issues which are left over from the militant motion that
developed among postal workers in the 1970's. The movement of the 1970's Jaded out. Norietheless there are
important lessons from that period. Therefore~
before
\
describing our present work, it is worth taking a brief
glance at this history.
The largest' action to date by postal workers was the
strike of1970. This involved some hundreds of thousands
, of 'workers and shut off mail service to about half the
country. The basic issue was wages: post3J. worker~ at this
time were paid so low that in New York City, for example-:..where the cost of living wf\ls higher than 'many other
pla~es in the country--many full-time workers were also
receiving welfare benefits. '
The strike sent the government into a panic. President
Nixon declared a state of emergency and sent in, the
National Guard to move the mail'in New York City, where
the wildcat began. But the \Vorkers refused to bow down
to the strikebreaking of the' capitalist government.
'
The workers aiso' defied the riational trade union
leadership which opposed the strike. Incidentally, it is this
strike in which the present national leaders of the letter
carriers' and clerks' unions, Sombrotto and Biller, first
made a name for themselves as supposedly militant
'
opponents of the old bUreaucrats.
'

The OpportUnists and the'78WJldcat

The 1970 strike ,showed the potential power of the
postal workers when they broke through the bounds
iniposed on them by the trade ~on bureaucracy. In order
for the postal, wprkers' struggle to deVelop. the strivings
for 'independence from the union bureaucracy had to be
pu~hed forward. In the early 1970's, several opportunist
groups attempted to organize in the postal service. But
they proved unequal to the task. The biggest test 'of the
these groups came in the 1978 wildcat strike. ' "
The 1978 wildcat was another big attempt by the workers to break with the sellout union leadership. The wildcat
broke out when workers got wind of a sellout conti-act
just negotia~ed by the hacks. The struggle began at the
New Jersey Bulk Mail Center (BMC) and it spread to the
BMC outside San Francisco. Not many facilities followed
suit, however, because the government came' out with
court orders against it arid, the union leaders Were quick
to comply. Nonetheless the wildcat managed to be effective for several days.
"
The opportunists were in the middle of the wildcat'
movement on, both coasts. At. the San Francisco BMC', the
wildcat was organi~ed by a coalition dominated by the
opportunists. Among the most prominent were the Maoist
revisiomsts of the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP)
and the League of Revolutionary Struggle (LRS);
, The opportunists' had much rhetoric against the union
hacks. They actually o!gclnized the wildcat and other
actions· which upset the hacks. There Were also organizations like ItUpris~gn (organized by the Revolutionary
Union, the predecessor of RCP) which were supposed to
be militant rank-and-file organizations. The militant'
appearance of the opportunists attracted a section -of
workers who hated' the bureaucrats and wanted real
fight against management.
But the overall petspective of the opportunists, despite
shades of difference among them, was that nothing could
advance without the union bureaucrats. Thus the wildcat
'was not called by the opportunists with the idea of
developing a militant struggle, independent of the labor
traitors. Just the opposite. The idea of the wildcat was to
pressure the hacks, who, they thought, had to be the ones .
to spread it to oilier areas. The main illusion pushed was"
the idea that the 'bureaucrats, with' some pressure, could
be chan.ged'into defenders of the wo!kers. In this way the
opportunists' kept the workers 'tied to the trade union
bureaucracy; the same1;>ureaucracy which was working
with all its might to block the: wildcat froIn spreading..
" Within this general stand of the San FranciscocQalition,
there were different shades of views and disagreements.,
The LRS repres~nted one cif the more operily, treacherous
trends. The LRS, -~as terrified by the prospects of a
Wildcat, although it appears they actually voted for it in
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the coal~tion. In LRS's own summary of the 1978 strike
they presented a whole list of reasons to oppose any
action not sanctioned by the hacks, or at least the local
hacks who postured as opposed to the sellout contract.
The LRS cursed such actions as "premature" -and "irrespon~
sible." The, LRS was most anxious to end the strike. And
they considered the main lesson of the strike was the need
to bring a few militant-sounding types into the trade union
bureaucracy.
The RCP had a more militant approach, but to the same
ends. They had more combative rhetoric against the
bureaucrats and in favor of mass struggle. But RCP, and
its, predecessor, RD, had Deen mired in a narrow, economist approach to the workers. They lacked faith in the
revolutionary organization of the workers. [The remarks
in the speech describe the RU/RC:P of the 1970's. Since
then, in the name of criticizing economism, the RCP has
given_ up on the industrial workers' and on the workers'
economic struggle altogether. This has fullyverified--what
we had pointed out since the early 70's--its lack offaith
in the revolutionary capacity of the working class.]
One manifestation, of the weaJ< stand of the RCP
towards the union bureaucrats was their belief that the
bulk of workers would not move unless oJ;'dered to, by the
hacks. Thus, in 1978 they were talking about 'Jam(ing)
local union leadership around our key demands."
Here's an example of how RCP's views worked in
practice. On the one hand, they cUrsed Moe Biller, who
was then leader of the New York City APWU (American
Postal Workers Union--the clerks' union). On the, other
hand, they assured the workers that Biller's local was
certain to' join in the stri~e, which would guaran~ee its
success.
It seems no matter how lqudly the opportunists shouted
against the bureaucrats, they could not conceive ,of a trult
independent struggle.
The stand of the opportunists hindered the 1978 Wildcat. Worse yet, they were not able to use the militant
motion of the 70's to help consolidate trend and organization truly independ~nt of the labor traitors. Fonowing
the 1978 strike, the motion among the postal workers
began a period of decline. Nevertheless, if the opportunists
had followed a policy of independence from the trade
l,mion bureaucrats during the active period of the 7Q's, it
might have been. possible to maintain at least the core of
a militant trend during the time of ebb. As it was, is
would not be too long before the opportunists collapsed
into complete liquidationism.
The lack of indep~ndent organization has meant that for
much of the next decade, the postal workers have been
left at the mercy of postal m·anagement. It has also left
them at the mercy of the sellout bureaucrats like Biller
and Sombrotto who feigned sYmpathy for !h.e 1978 wildcat and used this to propel themselves into national office.
As the postal workers' struggle picks up once again;
undoubtedly new militant-sounding 'bureaucrats will step
forward with rhetoric against the Billers and -Sombrottos ..

a

A Cl1!ciallesson of the 70's is that one cannot rely on such
leaders; only independent organization based among the
rank and file can organize and carry through the struggle.
Today it has fallen to 'our Party, the MLP, to h~lp push
the independent motion forward as part of building a
revoh¢,onary trend among the postal workers.
Now we will look at some aspects ~f the work in our
area to build up the independent motion and organization
among the postal workers.
Work Among Postal Workers
~ Today the situation among, postal workers hasn't boiled
over into any large-scale struggles. However, small~scale
struggles often break out. In our city, the resistance to
management's productivity drive has resulted in a fairly
frequent number of small skirmishes breaking ou,t. Our
Party}:las paid "lttention to th,ese initial stirrings of
resistance and worked hard to find forms of mass action
and organization to help advance the struggle.
In this speech, we will take up two examples of our
work in these types of skirmishes: one example from a
struggle of letter carriers, and the other from a struggle of
postal workers at a big mail processing facility.

Carriers Fight Route Adjustment
We begin with the struggle of letter carriers at a postal
station 'against route adjustment which occurred in the
spring and summer' of 1987. In order to speed up the
workers; postal man~gement sought to eliminate certain
routes and lengthen others. Carriers became angry and
wanted to fight back.
One' of the forms that proved important in the course
of this struggle were mass meetings held outside of work.
The purpose of these meetings was to set the course of
action for the struggle. The plan for a meeting was floated
in a gathering of seven carriers during work where it Was
enthusiastically supported. A few 'Of these carriers spread
the word of the meeting and also took a leaflet around
the station which provided direction on the route issue.
The, first meeting outside of work attracted about 12
carriers (of about 30 on duty that day). Word of this
meeting caused excitement among 6ther carriers. The
second meeting a week later drew 18 workers. All told,
about two-thirds of the carriers attended one or the other
meeting.
'At these gatherings, the Workers' Voice, the local Party
paper, and the previously-mentioned leaflet were circulated. The agitation in favor of having action independent
of the union hacks was popular.
The Role Played by the Meetings
There are several reasons these meetings were valuable:
**The meetings helped break down the' extreme isolation among carriers who work alone all day and seldom
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get to meet in any numbers during work. This helps explain why meetings outside of the workplace were so.
popular a forni.
**Tl;1e meetings functioned as a militant forum for .
voicing all the daily atrocities of the post office. This.
helped make individual outrages the common experience
of all the workers and helped build unity.
**The meetings provided a means to debate the tactics
of the struggle among a .wide section of carriers. Thus the
decisions of these meetings were dedsions of a broad
section of the workers and carried great authority.
**The meetings proved to the carriers that they tould
organize without relying' on the trade union bureaucr:acy.
**The meetings were an excellent vehicle to allow. the
MLP suppotter at the station to carry out Party agitation,
distribute literature and make contacts.
These are among the reasons the form caught on.
The idea of holding a station~wide meeting outside of
work has become an accepted form at the station. For
example, when workloads were recently increased, the
immediate response among many qrriers was that it was
. time to hold another meeting. However,it is important to
note that these meetings do i:J:ot yet reflect an ongoing
form of organization among the workers. The workers see
the 'need for 'such meetings only when the anger over
something reaches a high point. Being able to convene
such meetings very much depends on the level of discontent among the workers.

carriers. And we ).lave also been able to use the example
at this station to encourage the idea of independently /'
organizing at other stations.
'J~"
Besides the decision to have a job aC1:iQD>-th.E!,irieclfug
also approved the distribution of buttOns produce>d by the
Party saying "Restore the Routes." A number of carriers
helped sell the button and virtually the whole station Wore
them, helping to build an atmosphere of solidarity.
Other Forms

',In organizing among the letter carriers, the Party has
also utilized various other forms. One of the problems in
organizing letter carriers here and in other cities is· that
they are divided up into many small workplaces across the
city. This makes it impossible for the Party to reach the
vast bulk of carriers through direct distribution of agi~ation
at the workplaces. Thus, we have tried to take advantage_
of any opportunity that comes our way to reach the other
stations. In particular, agitation against the citywide
attacks that have at various times been launched against
the letter carries allows our agitation to 'spread since it
'. concerns issues common to large numbers of carriers.
One way of reaching the other stations has been.
through contacts at these stations. The contacts include
people who know' our comrades because they used to
work at their station, carriers who rotate between several
· stations and know us from one of them, and friends of
carriers at stations where our supporters presently work.
Work Slowdown Organized
One way that we stayed in touch with these scattered
contacts was by putting them on a mailing list for locai
What course of action. then did the carriers decide upon
leaflets. Through.this method, some ,contacts were able to
at the meetings? They decided to take up the demand for
follow our postal work for the past year. This has helped
restoration of the eliminated routes. To back up this · put us in position to mobilize these contacts when things
heat up .
demand, a work slowdown was agreed upon. This involved having carriers take extra time to walk their
. These are mainly low-level contacts. But we have been'
now-longer routes. '.
able to circulate leaflets and buttons through them. In a
This mass action, while still quite modest, represented' recent struggle against a city-wide increase in workloads,
a significant development in the workers'· resistance. Prior
for example, these methods enabled us to extend our litto this, individual carriers would, from time to time, exerature and/or button distribution to four stations besides
tend their work time to deal with heavy workloads. There
those where our comrades work. In fact when the increas-.
is even a procedure set up by management which, theoreted workload issue came up at a station where a comrade
ically at least, allows a carrier to extend their time on
used to work, a contact called up our comrade for litera- .
. tlreir route when necessary. Even the. union sometimes
tUre, buttons and advice on organizing the struggle.
pushed this individual and legal means of struggle as the
To reach other stations, we have also been' able to
. solution to overwork. In practice, management harassment · utilize a union-organized "rap sessitm," a meeting called to
often prevented the isolated carrier from requesting extra
acquaint the newer employees with the bureaucrats. We
time.
carried out distribution outside and verbal agitation inside.
In contrast to these individual attempts of resistance,
With the Party helping expose the labor traitors, things
the work slowdown involved the simultaneous mobilizaactually got quite hot for the union hacks' during this ."rap
session."
_ .
,
tion of most of the carriers. It was carried out every day
for weeks, and not only where workloads were the heaviRecently we were even able' to utilize the normallyest. This, naturally, gave the struggle some force, and it
boring monthly' union meeting. A delegation of caIriers
rang up a costly overtime bill for management.
and ex-carriers from 'one station were mobilized to this
Of course this form of struggle is still just a beginning
meeting to denounce the bureaucrats .failure to fight
in terms of organizing collective resistance. But it definiteincrease workloads. The bureaucrats really took it on the
ly' helped instill the idea of mass action among the
chin and the meeting was a big exposure of the anti-
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worker ,nature of the' bureaucrats.
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The Struggle of Keyers at Big
. _. Mail Processing Facility

_ _ ::0--_ _

..;..;o;;:..o:=._

A dozen clerks gathered at the end of the afternoon
. shift to· present the petition to some APWU stewards and
.demand that'they account for themselves. The experience
was an eye-opener because the union representatives came
out with all their anti-worker venom. The more inexperienced workers were really shocked. Onew-orker had to go
up later and ask a steward if she was in fact a union
representative and not postal managementl

1 would now like to ~ention.one other example of our
organizing efforts. This'involves amall'processing facility,
which is a big place where large numbers of workers are
concentrated. The concentration of workers at the big
facilities, and their vital role in the operation of the postal
Coinbining party and Non-Party Agitation
system, means they have. an especially important role to
play in the postal workers' struggle.
.,
A key issue in the petition campaign was the relation
between the non-Party petition and the Party agitation.
One struggle that developed at this facility was :the
struggle of parcel post keyers against job, combination.,
Whil~the petition was non-Party, we wanted to keep
Over a year ago, postal management nationwide converted
the closest possible connection between the keyers'
a two"person .keying job into a one-person keying job~
struggle and the Party. Therefore, during the petition
Since momentum was building up against one-man
campaigil we distributed three issues of the Workers' Voice
keying, it was 'decided to launch a plant-wide petition
carrying' articles' on the keyers' struggle. The ,arti.cles ..
campaign to help unite and organize the workers ,in
promoted the petition campaign as well as broader quespreparation for attempting a sloWdown. The peti.tion
tions in fighting the capitalist productivity dtive. The result
linked the issues of the speed-up to repetitive work
was that often When workers discussed the keyers' struginjuries associated with one-man keying. It raised the' gle, they would say: "Yes, I read the Marxist-Leninist sheet
demand for two-man keying or rotation to. anoth~r job.
oli that."
.... '.' .
Another way the campaign allowed Party influence to
after four hours.
.
One of the ideas behind the petition was to spread the
spread was that it allowed us a chance'to'meet a number
struggle to other crafts throughout the plant, We wanted
of nill,itant workers in different departments and introduce
to promote the idea of the whole workforce taking a stand . tllem to Party literature. This' helped' develop the idea
against an attack -on ones~ction. This would help to break
among the workers that if something is going' on,. they
down the segregation that management and the unjon " should bring it up to a Party contact. '.
leaders try to foster between c:r;afts.
For instance, during the campaign a mailhandler told us
1:'0 build up the workers'experience and organization,
about job combination going on in his department: The
we tried to find ways to get workers actively involved in
Workers' Voice addressed it'in the next issue, which was
the campaign. Several took around copies of the petition,
popular among the mailhandlers. Now when workers get
having discussions' and collecting-signatures. One' passed. mad at management, they ask when the next Woikers'
it to a keyer on another shift who was highly effective in ! .. Voice is conrlD.g out.
spreading the campaign to that shift. As well, keyers in
Combining Economic Agitation with_Political Work
different departments were organized to stand lip and
argue for the petition at the departmental safety talks:
So far, we have focused on 0l,lI' efforts to organize the
. In this way, we succeeded. in spreading the petition
workplace struggle. However, for the workers to develop
widely throughout the plant. The isolation between crafts
a revolutionary consciousness, they must not be confined
began to crumble as well. At first there were keyer~ who
to just the economic struggle. The workers must also getwere skeptical about even discussing the issue with other
crafts. But the 'overwhelming support of the oth.er crafts . an an-round political· education arid be drawn· into the
ma~s: movements in society.
for the keyers' struggle· helped overcome this skepticism
'. From the beginning of our work among the postal
and develop a sense of solidarity.
. We were unable, however, to' develop the work slow-' workers"we have taken care to have all-sided economic
and . political agitation. The disnibution of Workers'
down for a variety of reasons. For one thing, thevexy
success of the petition caused management to' back off a Advocate is regularly carried out at facilities where we
have outside distribution.· We also· have included articles
bit. That, along wi;th .a decrease in mail volume, for the
on a number of political questions in our local Workers'
time being alleviated somewhat the problems faced by the
Voice . postal agitation. This has included reprints of
.
.keyers.'
political material' from the Workers' Voice, as well as
articles on the ariti-racist struggle, struggles of other
Confronting the UnionOfficia1s
sections of workers, appeals for local, demonstrations,
articles on' Central America, etc.
-In 'order to further mobilize the workers into the
. ,We have tried to find ways to integntte. political
campaign, we decided to tty and turn the presenting. of
campaigns of the Party into the postal work. One example·
the signed petition to the union into a mass confrori~tion.
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was the campaign for the roof for a NiCaraguan workers'
hall. Besides the agitation on this at several workplaces,
at one facility we set up a table and photo display and
raised some money in contributions from a couple of
. dozen workers.
Workers have shown a good deal of interest in the

political agitation. We are able to distribute Workers'
Advocate in relatively high numbers where we do outside
distribution.
This concludes our remarks on some aspects of the
party's work among postal workers in our city" .
•

Discussion following the speech

liOn the Marxist-Lenin,ist concept of socialis,m ll
From the lbird Congress of the MLP.USA
Fall 1988
.
Below is a summary of the discussion at the Congress
following the speech on issues that arose in study groups (see
the speech' "On the party-wide study of the Mar.xist-Leninist
concept of socialism" in the Jan. 15 Supplement).
Statements on the same subject have, as far as possible,
been grouped together. Also, due to the unsatisfactory nature
of the method of transcription, some statements could not be
reproduced at an while others had to be reconstJUcted from
fragments. Nor did comrades have an opportunity to revise
their statements for publications. The general range of issues
raised in the discUssion, which is its significance rather than .:
the precise formulations, nevertheless comes through, and we
extenll our apologies to comrades whose comments have been
inadvertently lost or mangled.
The discussion was chaired by two comrades, the comrade
who gave the speech ("Ch3") and another comrade ("Ch4").
"PI" refers to comments from the floor.

Ch4: We'll open' the floot for discussion' on the last
:speech. Since the speech covered various issues from the
study groups and of theory as well as questions regarding
the. historical· assessment of things in the Soviet Union, I
would· like to urge, if comrades have questions about the
histo.ry of the Soviet Union per se, to leave those questions for the discussion on the next speech.
About wage equalization

FI: I have a question about the different types.. of work. I
think the comrade talked about time value. Maybe you
could expand on it more. My question concerns, for
instance, types of work that create more value, so that one
does not have to work as long and yet creates the same
value. So how much value do you produce for society.
Ch3: Let me reformulate the question' just a.· bit. It
question involves the difference. between skilled, and
unskilled labor, and the question of how much each woUld
be paid under socialism, considering the matter of hours
worked.'
'
.

I have a four-part reply on this.
One. Under capitalism, it is undoubtedly the case that
skilled labor, compound labor, imparts more value' to the
commodity that it's embodied in, in the same amount of
time; than unskilled labor does'. It imparts more value to
the commodity in the same amount of time. This is reflected in lots of different ways in society. Ideologically,
it's reflected in this view that more-skilled people are
better than unskilled people. That is an ideological
reflection of the economic side of capitalism.
Now, under socialism, the idea is to not only reduce the
disparity. between skilled and unskilled labor" but to raise
the unskilled to the level of skilled, and have the skilled
participate in a certain amount of the necessary, unskilled,
more drudgery-type work that has to be done. You want
to equalize those phenomena. The other thing you want
to strive for is the equalization of pay for both. That's the
second point.
The third point is that in the transition period you have
such phenomena as bribery of the more skilled and cOncessions from the principle of equality in various ways.
The- fourth' point I wanted to make is that even in
socialism proper, though, it's probably the case that you
can't eliminate differences totally between different fields
of work. There's some types of work that are more arduous than others. Let's take aiJ. example like mining, and
compare that to being a shipping clerk or something like
that, where you're not necessarily busy all the time, Under
these conditions, insofar as you haven't eliminated the
differences between skilled and unsJ.glled, between arduous
and less arduous, it seems that you would have to pay
thein somewhat differently.. Or, at least, one's hourly pay
might be computed so that,if you work an hour, that's
equivalent to 1.2 average hours. A shipping clerk, working
an hour, that's maybe worth .8 average hours. It' seems
conceivable that you would have to have these sortS of
differences. Otherwise, why would people wani to work
the more arduous job, and what would be the incentive to
go into that line of work?
This is justa tentative-type reply.
.
- ,
Fl:One of the impressiops I have from reading Marx on
this point is that not only does it involve, as the comrade
' .

~.
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points out, trying to get people to do. both, to raise the
capitalist makes it harder. When they put me to sweep up
level of the unskilled aild to get the skilled to do some of the floor by myself, it is a hard job, to do it all alone.
the more unskilled stuff, but also it'involves the question ',They should make changes. ... So the only thing I can
of mental and manual labor, the whole cultural question,' venture is that value is the total hours of work.
raising the working class, the working population, for the
purpose of state administration, for a whole variety of
Ch4: I think that's in general where you want to head, but
different jobs. Working people are able to do these things , you can't be categorical about it because there is the issue
on a higher level, more able to do these things now, than
of differences of intensity of labor indifferent kinds of
they were in the Soviet Union at that time.
occupations. You can't negate that completely by saying its
But it also has to do, I think, with something else Marx
just a question that the capitalists make certain jobs
harder than others. I think there are certain issues which
had in mind about labor--about what oUr idea is that I'm
can't be ignored which make it very difficult to equate the
a machinist, that's my trade, my skill, my job--that people
would be versed in a lot of different jobs, and I don't see
labor hour of one worker to the labor hour of another
why not. Or even just like they "talk" about in the post
worker. Of course it depends, on, the conditions of the
office, p~ople get rotated out of the most arduous jobs to
productive capacity of the society and what the jobs entail
the easier jobs--sometimes more arduous, sometimes less , and so forth. But the point we are trying to make is not
to be ~ategorical about thes,e things.
.
arduous. So with all this mix of these types of work, there
would be some kind of absolute standard, an hour of labor
time. He says that's a fairly high level, this is really
FI:The point is the difference (apparently two types of
jobs are compared). One is skilled, and the other unsocialism. And there is the issue of things to get there ...
,that's another complication.
skilled. I think that is where the complexity arises.
PI: ,Yes, that was my question. When you're talking about
the issue of the possible unequal accounting of the hours
between the skilled, or the arduous and less arduous
work, were you talking about socialism proper or during
the transition period?
Ch4: During socialism proper. One of the formulations
we've used is--all of these formulations are somewhat
tentative--is that you strive toward an equalization of pay.
But it's not like on a certain day you set that everything
will be equal: a coal miner's hour 'of work will be at the
same intensity, and arduousness as somebody' else's, ,and
they'll be paid equ~lly foi: the one labor hour. There's a
certain level of abstraction here; it's SOinething you strive
towards. But even under socialism,. where it's one of the
, things you are trying to achieve--whether you achieve full
equality in one day or not is not so much the issue,
because you're actually striving to get beyond that kind of
equality altogether--even under socialism you would not
have reached the stage where you could still say there Was
no more arduous and less arduous forms of labor. Marx
raises the issue of intensity and duration; I think that has
'
to be taken into account.'
FI: Isn't the question of inequality in wages between
skilled and unskilled somewhat tempered in socialist
society by self-sacrifice? It isn't j~st a question of things
like dollar amounts that remind you of concepts of justice
on scales. There would be a heavy promotion of selfs~crifice ap.d socialist ethics, more and more all the time.
.~

\

FI: It is implied that in socialism therds equalizing pay,
the same pay for the same hours of work. You mentioned
cases 'of more ,pay for harder work. ForrilOst of the cases
1 can think of right now, the job is harder because the

ch4: No, the question we've been talking about is the
question of intensity, of arduousness. Skilled and unskilled
.Is a slightly different issue. The point on skilled and·
Unskilled, the point that the comrap.e was raising earlier,
is that one of the differences be'tween capitalism and
socialismis this issue that compound labor doesn't exist in
" socialism in the sense that a skill.is no longer something
you pay for acquiring. The state bears the expense for
acquiring it, and from that angle a certain change takes
place. Even there you can't be absolutely categorical
because if a worker is working eight hours a day and then
goes to night school and so forth to acquire, a separate
skill, you haven't reached a situation where the state
completely takes care of it. You would have to take that
into account.
But in general you can't make the distinction of skilled
and unskilled, The other thing is you can't make the
distinction that mental labor per se is worth more, is
qualitatively an arduous labor, versus' manual labor; I
think you'd have to have separate categories of arduousness among each, alnong mental labor and among manual
labor. The very issue of paying officials workmen's wages
implies that Marx and Engels felt you could not make that
distinction between production work and administrative
work.
The significance of the demand for equality "
FI: Here's one thing that comes up in discussion with
workers about this. They say, what happens when you
have a family and and are buying for a family. [Refers to
the differences between two workers who get the same
paY,but one is providing for many children, and to the
relation of this to the differences between the principle of
"to each according to his work," and the cOIIlIliunist
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principle "to each according to his needs."] So I was
wondering, how do we argue on this question?
FI: I think the point, comrades, is very important. Ihis is
one reason why the significan'ce of the question of equalization of wages should not be overglorified. It is something important. It's been pointed out that it's a principle
of socialism, and I agree; it's a principle of how the
dictatorship of the proletariat functions. But to me it's one
of the most graphic examples that s()cialism is not communism. You still have along, long way togo. And it's
one of the. most graphic expres~ions of what the phrase
"bourgeois right" is under socialism. That's why it's
necessary to develop the productive forces in society till
you really can have di~tribution according to need. So I
think it's a very good point to balance the entire discussion of the significance of equalization of wages; it's quite
limited in terms of bringing into being a just society,
which is what we want, a society that accurately fulfills
the needs of the masses.
FI: There's a quote from Marx, he's talking about the
Commune. He points to one of the central features,
eqmllization. The point of which is to do away with
careerism, with somebody seeking to have a privileged
position. Equalization strikes at that to undercut it.·
FI: I think on this we are confusing various things.
Somewhere Marx and Engels said that the only point to
equality is the abolition of classes. To dream of perfect
equality is not what our goal is. It is theoretically impossible.'
,
The question of equalization is important, for all the
reasons the speech pointed out. And it has the advantage
that the masses have this very widely, deeply held idea
that one of·the things we want to do is this. And there is
a certain liberation sense, you are no longer oppressed by
people making 5,000 times what you make. But the issue
of equaliz~tion ruso has a touch of [suppression) ;as long
as you're equalizing wages, you are equalizing against
something~' In the first period you're eq'uali;dng against
the bourgeoisie' which has. high salaries, against this,
against that. Even later on you're still equalizing against
something you're against--bureaucrats, against the rising
up of a'new strata, etc.
.
It's not your total goal that you want to get exactly the
same thing someone else gets. As the comrade pointed out
[who talked about self- sacrifice), what about people who
do well beyond what they have to do? For example,
people who, join the' Party have to work, and beyond that
carry out their political work and all sorts of things, etc.
If your goal was only equalization, why would. you do
this? Its taking on inequality. The goal is liberation.
Equalization is a tool, one thing on the way to 'where
you want to go. But by the. time you get anywhere near
absolute wage equalization you start to move off w:ages
altogether and start a new, classless society. So ~ain; I'm

not saying that wage equalization has no role; it's very
important; but it's not the fundamental goal youire
inspiring people with.
'
FI: It's not that at a. certain point we'll reach socialism
and go on to the transition to communism, but these
things are dynamic. Each time the state sector takes over
a function that moves it out of the question of what your
wages have to pay for. Even in capitalist society you have
supposedly free education, well, forget it, let's' say you
have free education .. , Oaughter), So if you have one child
or ten children,education [is no longer dealt with in the
sphere of] your wages, because its been taken over by
society,
Now the question of usury and how you deal with that
even during the transition and how the labor certificate '.
can be used to steal [referring to a comment,' which
occurs later in this summary because of the way the
comments are grouped, about the possibilities of someone
accumulating his pay, 10aIJ,ing it out, and using it to
.collect interest]. . I have the bad luck where I'm working
that I'm working right near the shop loanshark. I see
people come in and borrow money, and in most casesif,s
not a question that they're drinking or playing the horses
but because of some family tragedy and they really need
the extra money. And then amazingly this guy has, no
enforcement; he has no strong-arm meth'Ods; he relies on
people to pay him back these incredible amounts just out
of. their sense of obligation. You know, they' have been
brought up a certain way, and these are the terms of the
contract. In socialist society, what he's doing falls in the
category of what Lenin calls the thief on the street, the
'crowd surrounds him and then deals with him. To the
extent this man will not be able to exist because everyone
knows what he is and can deal with him.
Fl: I think I agree with the point that wage equalization
should be viewed as a tool, as one tool, and obvio,usly we
are talking about 'a transition and its not just limited to
the economic· sphere. Take, for example, children. In
socialist society you wouldn't have the attitude that, well,
they're your kids, you take care of them. Certainly.:. for
society to take care of children in various ways. And there
would be, I don't know if I can iInagine what, other things
that come up that might be part of that transition. So'
certainly we don't expect one economic measure to be the
sole foundation of the transition from one epoch ,to
another.
FI: Yes. The point is really true about the transition from
socialism to communism and the problems of bourgeois
right. But I think it's also important to see in the practice
of the socJalist countries, none of them ever achieved
bourgeois right in the whole society. They never could, so
long as they had ,.. in agriculture. The speech mentioned
that Stalin and Mao and others slurred over the differences between the capitalist transition, and actually
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achieving basic sQcialism such a~ ,bourgeois right. .. And
to me one of the supreme [hypocrisies] is that during the
Cultural Revolution in China the left raises the issue' of
restricting bourgeois right, glossing over the glaring fact
that among the peasants, the majority of the countrY, they
never achieved bourgeois right in any sense.

lent for the purpose of exchange, to measure equivalent
values in different products. It keeps that portion of the
role of money. What it loses is that money is essential for
capitalist relations. There's no way the capitalist can
accumulate without it, for example, ilsury. But it elimi'nates that by the fact that you can't buy any means of
produ~tion and you can only get it by labor.

On the relation of the labor voucher to money

Fl: I thought one of the main tasks that has to be carried
out during the transition period of socialism is the gradual
doing away with commodity productioJl itself. It seems to
be very important, to the extent that all the articles of
consumption would be not commodities but use values.
And to do that, and to do away with the commodity status
of these use values, we would have to' do away with
exchange as a whole.
You're going initially to need a means of exchange. And
to do, away with money, this conception of the labor
ticket, or the labor voucher based on the hours of work
seems rational. My question is, is this labor ticket and
labor value actually a fOm1 of money? It's money of a new
type, of a transitional type, because you still have the
conception of exchange and the articles of consumption
are still like forms of comm.odities though 'of a different
type.
'Ch3: I don't believe that a labor voucher or certificate is
Money arises in the course of commodity exchange out of barter as a universal equivalent for
value: As a means of, exchange of commodities. Money
then takes on logic of its own. And one. of the things that
Engels says about money, is that its true nature is when
it becomes involved in usury. When someone can accumulate more than another and then loans it out for a
percentage. I believe Engels refers to that as its true
money function. The true money ethic.
, -The labor certificate doesn't have that function. Neither
is it a universal equivalent. What it is, that I believe 'the
individual worker receives, is a certificate which is only of
use by him or her. And only exchangeable for, articles of
consumption. It's not exchangeable for means of production. It's not exchangeable to buy labor-power. And i~s not
something that can be loaned out to accrue interest or
profit on it. So in that sense it's quite different than
money' and plays a quite, different role in the society. If
you read Engels' polemic against Duhring on this que~tion,!
. Duhring tries to use money as the means of payment for '
his Duhringian commune. And Engels shows how the
usage of money to pay for labor in that communeneces, sarily leads to the restoration of the profit system. And in
that polemic he argues in favor of the conception of the
labor certificate--it plays a quite different role ...

, aform of money.

Fl: A small clarification on features of that answer: The
labor certificate retains certain features of money" but gets
rid of others. It maintains the feature of being an equiva-

FI: In a sense anyone who works knows that a crude
form of labor discipline parity exists in a social sense, and
that's that workers come down very hard on their fellow
workers if they don't feel they carry their fair share of the
load. And they can be very hard against the guy next to
you who is not doing his part.
On the. abolition of commodjty production and exchange, what does that mean in terms of distribution of
consumer goods?
Ch3: 1 believe the shortest way to answer that would be
something like this: consumer go'ods, the measurement of
the amount of labor contained in them, is not the value
or price form'that we take for granted. The measurement
of how much labor is embodied in a consumer article is
simply average labor hours. And the way they're purchased is with this labor voucher which signifies how
many hours of labor you've given to society IDinus the
deductions that are done before you get the voucher for
, the social fund that was mentioned~ You exchange a note
article of consumption
certifying one hour's work for
which has embodied in it one hour's labor. And I think
that's the general conception of exchange of products.

an

Ch4: The underlying assumption being its done by the
workers' state, not by individual producers, cooperatives,
or black market.
Fl: .. ,the labor voucher is used by the worker for anything
that he or she needs that is not provided free?

FI: In my- own thinking; I've had a lot of trouble with this
question of laDor certificate or money. And I'm not at all
satisfied with the answer that labor certificate and money
aren't the same in the sense that I think that, in the
development of the transition towards socialism, money
does 'lose many of the characteristics that money has
under capitalism. I
So, for example, in talking' to some of the Iranian
comrades [in circles around the Communist Party ofIran],
theysay"well, if there's money, that means the accumUlation of capital. And the possibility of hiring wage"power
and so on." At least in form, ina society such as Albania,
you have the phenomenon that it's illegal to hire labor.
Labor is not hired privately. It's illegal to buy or sell the
mean~ of production. Usury is eliminated from the economy. Now there's a certain, sphere that I'm not dealing
with, that is the cooperative sphere. This is something I
can't deal with because, I don't actually know how it
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capitalism. Now this is not the case today. Even though
weare told there's scarcity, actually there's plenty to . go
around; it's just not being'used; it's being hoarded bY,the
capitalists and not going· to the consumers, the woliking
class. There's an a b u n d a n c e . . ,
So, to me, when we're dealing with an abundant
society, from the socialist perspective, to even deal with
labor vouchers or money, internally, in the society, is to
exercise a fonn of capitalist bourgeois ideology. And for
this reason. In' other words, as long as we all have enough
to eat and a place to sleep and all of the things that we
need--and fm not suggesting we go into the commlj,nist
, ideology yet of "to each according to his needs: evexyone
will have to work, 'at' course--but the thing of it is; we're
all working approximately the same number of hours. As
long as we have that card that says we work at such and
"such a place, or do such and such a job--however we're
Ch3: Yes. 1 think whattQ.e comrade said is definitely true.
identified, maybe. by occupation or whatever--that' card
, The earlier remarks were on the issue that there is a ' itself should guarantee you, as a citizen of a socialist
.distinction between money and labor certificates;, and was
society, a certain amount. And it shouldn't be based on
trying to establish what some of those. distinctions .are.
how much labor time you give.
. "';
This is not to deny that in transition from capitalism 'to
As far as intensity of labor: those people who do h,arder
socialism there aren't tran$itional features to both' comtypes of work, like mine workers, there's a way of ~om
J;Jiodity production, commodity exchange, and also money.
pensating them as opposed to a clerical worker who
Gradually losing first one feature and then another of the
doesn't work as arduously, at a different tjpe of job. How
whole entity that they represent, until they're no longer
about 'reducing, the hours of the mine worker? Take, the
that thing.
'
two hours a day, as opposed to t~e the four hours a day,
So I think the differences with the Iraniaxi' comrades on
or the six hours a day, for the' clerical worker. In other
the question, are probably of merit, that it's wrong to look
words, that ; is a fonn of compensation, not necess~ri1y
at the thing too categorically. and not to· see that evexymoneY,but you are admitting that there has to be sQme
thing,is in a state of flux. In the transition period you
fonn of difference here., and ... only having a miner work
don't have huge leaps from one phenomenon to another;
two hours. To me, to· get involved in this, how much you
you have a series of minor leaps. The question of what
earn, and the differences, we're getting right back into the
capitalist ideology of differences in pay.
. , ,
money is has, many different sides to it, and it's gradually
losing ,one or another character of its money function.
On the question of money under socialism, I think, yes, 'FI: I woUld like to point out that if the clerical worker 'can
you carl pass laws forbidding usuxy, forbidding the buying
make enough to live on six .hours, and the, miner make
of labor power, and so on and so forth, and these laws
enough to live on two hours, then whether you call it so
can be enforced in the main. There is an issue though of
or not, they are actually getting different returns for·
economic laws asserting themselves despite· political and .• , hour of labor, one getting more, one getting less ...
administrative rules. The rules aren't necessarily a complete guarantee that economic laws won't reassert themFI: The basis of being able to introduce lab~r certificates
selves.
.
is that the means of production are socialized and owned
It also seems to me there's a difference between a
by society, and all distribution is controlled by society,
socialist country surrounded by socialist countries, and, a
collectively by the proletarian state., So that the onlY
socialist country surrounded by a capitalist world market.
eXchange that takes place is between individuals' and the
, Those external pressures of capitalism can manifest themstate, ,exchanging labor for means of life, which isc~ed
selves internally in a. country through those economic
out by means of labor certificates. As society reaches that
categories; those remnants of capitalism that exist. That's
poin~ where we monopolize both means of produ!=tion and
the most general thing.
,distribution~ money begins to lose its value, loses its role
as money.
FI: I agree that· in the, case of a socialist country surThe 'point)s that you have mottey, something Engels'
. " rounded by capitalist countries it will be necessary to use ' says "non olet"; money does not smell, you can't tell
money in terms of world trade. But we're talking, of build~
where it .came from.' [Anti-Duhring', Part 1lI. Socialism,
ing socialiSm. As far as inside the country, I think that,
Chapter N. Distribution.] So Worket X ,can work arid
first of all, Marx and Engels, when they wrote about the
accumulate nioremoney than he needs and then lend- it
labor voucher,; were writing in a period of scarcity under
out to WorkerY, who then uses it. The idea of a labor'
works.
The other thing is there is no private market; even the
smallest marketing is done through state trade. So in that
sense it se~ms to me that you have theplrenomena· that,
in this case,money is losing the characteristics that it
,previously had. [There is a small gap in the transcript
. ,here.]
Now there is this question of exactly how much you get
remunerated for your labor, of how that is calculated, and
of how prices are calculated. It seems to me that there's
a gray area during the transition. It's not simply as easy as
saying "Well, money isn't abolished, hence there's nothing
socialist about it; hence there's no control over market
production, no sphere of restrictions."
It seems to me that actually there;s a process taking
place. It's not as simple as saying "Money is capitalism."

an

~'
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certific'ate is that it can only be used by the individual
who has done the work, and only to e:J'change with the
state. [So this prevents the.development of] a capitalist,
system underneath the socialist system.
"
, Even labor certificates don't entirely rqle that out.
There's nothing to say you can't go down to the commissary and exchange your labor notes for something somebody else wants, and barter with it. The system of labor
,certificates make it a little more difficult. It's harder to
carry around ten tons of food than money. So that's the
basis of labor certificates; it makes it a little bit harder to
re-establish capitalism. .
,
;
The basic idea is [taklng control of production and t
distribution and to] eliminate petty production and petty I:
distribution. When the Iranian comrades say the Soviets ~
didn't eliminate money, they're ignoring this huge problem !I
that has to be solved: how in a peasant country, how in Ii
Soviet Russia do you eliminate money when you still have
80% of the population having petty capitalist production
and distribution among the l11selves? There is no way you Ii
can do that [while that petty production and exchange still I!
exists}. So to eliminate money and go to labor certificates, II
you have to solve this tremendo'ts economic problem.
Ii

to individual use.
The comment also refers to the issue of the polemic in
Anti-Duhring about how Duhring's commune that uses
monJy gives rise to surplus value and capitalism again. He
reJ;llarks, thatqe hasn't read these passages for a long, long
time. \ Doesn't
recall whether it speaks of labor certificates
'
or money, but wonders if the issue isn't that the exchange
of commodities gives rise to surplus value.]
On one-person management

Fl: When this issue of individualism came up in the study
groups, 1 was shocked. Maybe it is because back in '73 ... '
we all got pretty well inoculated against individual
dictators by [the example of] Mr."R". [A former comrade,
who had Bonapartist and anarchist methods of work which
he refused to give up. The seriousness of the damage his
methods and political stands did to the ACWM(ML) and
COUSML during the period when he was a leading
comrade--and factionalist--was matched by the enthusiasm
of the bulk of comrades for the subsequent rectification
and the strengthening of collective work, revolutionary
activity, and party spirit at all levels.] Since then, in Party
life, every body I've been in has stressed so much the
Ii
FI; The speaker raised various things I would like to look
collective, and the work has beeJ;!. so healthy. So when the
into. Meanwhile I would like to put forward some things. I' conception of individual dictatorship as something legitimate is raised by Lenin, it sort of [viol!l.tes a personal,
They might be all wrong--the value of study is that it
wipes out preconceived ideas.
I: thiIlg] ...
I can grasp' it in terms of an emergency. I can grasp it
But I share some of the questions about the relations of
labor certificates and money. If labor certificates mean
in terms of if you don't have enough capable people to
that the person using it directly receives so many houts of
participate in the collective, by way pf exception, as
something that can be tolerated for awhile. ,But when our
production of this or that, I have serious doubts whether
Party stresses so much the role of Party meetings, collecthat can really be done in any society whatsoever. It is
tives, units, branches, ... Even on the question of responnecessary to average out the value, to get the social value,
not 'that this tomato took so many hours to produce but
sibility--having individual dictatorship didn't make Mr. "R"
that an average tomato, under average conditions, etc. etc.
more responsible or accountable. And not having individuetc. takes so many hours. And once you do that,' don't you
al dictatorship for the last 14 years, in my opinion, has
have money in some sense? It's no longer the direct
not been a problem for collective bodies acting responsinumber of hours. It's some average.
bly, and theY'don't evade responsibility. So I have a little
Now the issue was raised, it can no longer be used
trouble grasping what is the proper role of these individuexcept for buying means of consumption from the state.
al dictators; where is it a good thing; and isn't it something you want to strive to replace over a long period of
So in Albania YQu're not supposed to be able to buy labor
time?
power, you're not supposed to be able to do this or that.
But it was pointed out in reply, that what one supposedly
FI: Two issues, offhand.
can't do is one thing; it's another thing how economic
One is that the whole ,question of accountability seems
laws assert themselves. I believe this answer is correct,
to beivery important. To give one person responsibility for
that the economic laws assert themselves~ only I think the
a factory, it is very clear, if it's not running well, whose
same thing can take place with' respect to labor certifi-,
fault it is.
cates.
Secondly, there's a lot of cases of individual dictatorship ,
[The comment then goes into certain things which may
make it hard to keep various restrictions on labor certifiin the tactical operations we carry out. Someone is in
cates. For example, labor certificates are to be restricted' charge at demonstrations, for instance. If you have a committee in charge, you get into fumbling on the sidelines
to only the personal use of the individual earning it to
while you're wondering where to take the banner~ We
; pbtain goods from the state. But consider buying good~ for
a farilily which requires pooling labor certificates. This' have someone in charge.
starts to indicate that it J;llay be a hard bookkeeping task.
FI: I have a question about the same point., When it was
to keep track of use of labor certificates and restriit them
li!!I,
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raised in the speech, that the collective form could make
mass participation more difficult, I had a question. I've
seen in the mass movement where the social-democrats
say we have a consensus leadership here,a. coll~ctive
leadership to make decisions; and how that's basically a
screen for back-room dealings. How· that would work
under socialism in organizing the workers, and how that
keeps mass participation down, I don't quite understand.
Ch4: Let's take a whole bunch of questions on this subject
. and then try to deal with the answers.
FI: In our study... in the article Lenin talks about having
a commissar of railroads. And he says that it's necessary
to have him in charge because the problem of accounting
and control had not been established. They had not been
able to do that. He says that if workers' control had been
carried out, then it wouldn't have 'been necessary to put
dictators in charge of the railroads. So I thought what this
meant was, yes, you have the dictators in charge of the
rallroad, when things are this way. If you had solved the
problem of workers' control, this wouldn't have been
~ necessary.
.
I also think he is talking of the violation of the elective
principle, in .other words, the state had appointed directors
to run the railroad rather than have the workers elect
them.
FI: The only way in which I can, see it, even in the case
mentioned by comrade [referring to the example of party
activity ill demonstrations] is the practical carrying out of
the collective decisions we have made in our unit with
respect to the demonstration ...
FI: Is. there anything implied that the individual dictator
would be a party person, and therefore then part of collective bodies but in the individual instance .a dictator?
FI: I just wanted it brought out whether the individual
dictator was in fact subject to the masses' control. That
was in fact a key part of it. Whether by recall or other
means,if they didn't approve of his actions, ....
Ch4: There's a number of issues here: For instance'there's
the issue of formulation. Whether you want to use the
"individual dictator" formulation in youtwriting--"yve want
to establish individual dictators as our method of factory
manai~ment". I· don't think you want to. Some of those
formulations do reflect the conditions of the time. Lenin
is not writing that the issue is, one of our goals is establishing individual dictatorship.
. But there is a certain point why he uses very strong
language in that very acute situation they faced. There's
a question of the actual situation.
As far as I understand Lenin's views' on the subject,
there is an issue of the que~tion of individual responsibility in gen~ral, and individual direction. That in manage-

ment, in running the railroads, in· doing things both in
emergencies--and not necessarily in emergencies, but in
running . a factory, or in runnmg operations--you need
.individuaJ. dire<;tion. And there's no socialist principle that
denies that.
"
And I think that the example, party work at a demonstration, is a good one. In our units we do discuss the
tactics and policy and so forth, but we also decide· that
one,perspnis going to be in charge .. We want to carry out
those tactics, and that person is given the responsibility for
carrying out the collective will on the subject. You don't
hold~-well, not necessarily all the time, butI'm not sayirig
there's no time you might not hold a small committee or
. small group meeting· at a demonstration, indeed you may
very well do.that-- but in general there' are times when
one person i~given the authority to direct ·the mass of
comrades and the ilnplementationof the policy.
And later on, if he screws.up, we can disagree with
him, we can have a meeting and clebate that question. But
on the spot, that person,does exercise one~person management, direction.
.'
'..
·So.that's the general principle that's being talked about.
Sometimes this direction may be carried out by a committee. Sometimes, many times it may be carried out by an
individuaL So that was the point raised in the speech.
It's not necessarily a distinction of principle [whether
that direction is carried out by an individual or a committee]. The general principle is, we do recognize the.
necessity for authority, the necessity for direction, to carry
out a single will.
Now, there are a number of issues about how you carry
this out. One thing is~ how that; person in charge got to b.e
in charge. Is that person elected or appointed? I think in
general terms you want to go towards a situation of the
election of directors, officials, and ~o forth, with the right
to recall. But in certain cases, and for various conditions
you :rrtay very well have, situations where you Have to us~
the .appointment method. If you do use the appointed
'principle, you do have to have some means of ensuring
that the person who's appointed maintains or has the
confidence' of the, people he or she is going to be able to
direct. .
Lenin discusses the dictator's relation to the masses. He
repeatedly raises in 'the article ~e read and in other places
the necessity of combining one-man dictatorship or oneman· managemertt with the mass democratic meetings of
the workers, for instance. That is a principle. If you are
going to have one-man management, it has to be combined with democratic forms that allow that person to be
judged on his exercise of that wilL And if you don't have
that, and Lenin makes this very strongly, if you wipe that
o11t, you give rise to bureaucrats, bureaucratic tendencies.
,
So I·think those· are some of the issues involved. As far
as the particulars and the coloring of certain phrases, I
think some of those phrases are colored by the times,
when they {'iced an extremely acute situation.· In the midst
. of a civil war, the beginnings cif a civil war, the railroads
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were not running.
FI: ... In actuality, workers' control committees, were
established in the period where they expropriated the
capitalists and actually began to' run the, factories. They
had a lot of problems with establishing responsibility.
Various bourgeois sabotaged. There were sharp. terms;
one-man dictatorship during, working hours,· and afterwards mass meetings. One of the things that came, up in
my study, what was the form of the mass meetings. It
doesn't seem to be that you are going to build 'socialism
by assuming that you're going to' have all the time have
this revolutionary fervor on the part of the masses to have
mass meetings every night, after work. [But one needs
various forms] ... of mobilizing wider and wider sections
of the masses into control. Otherwise' one-man management becomes one-man dictatorship in the real, sense of
the word.

A year later is the actual big debate' in the Party.. In
1920, at the 9th Congress, there's a continuing debate on
the issue of one-man management. It's not just raised in
1918. Lenin repeats it and has to fight for it, in a couple
years. It doesn't go away. But it's a separate issue.
So I would not draw premature conclusions.

FI: [Apparently saysthat.the revisionists use any concession ever made by Lenin from wage equalization, any
,need of coercion, to justify any of their measures in any
sphere, and the same thing is done with the issue of
one-man management.
I assume, I may be wrong, that in actual fact Soviet
factories were criss- crossed with different types of
organizations, party, trade union, management.. .. It's not
the whole factorylsubordinated to one man,. but the one
institution, and you still have appeals to the other collec"tive bodies.
The second thing is, the issue isn't just one man versus
Ch4: The bad sense of the word.
a collegium. As one, of the comrades pointed out,'there is
the issue ,of who appoint~ the leading group, whether a
FI: First of all,I'd like to point out how the economic
collegium or one man. The factories have to be subordinate<i as well to the interests of the entire society. It is
conditions, the situations, even unexpected ones, that are
faced by revolutions, condition'the policies. I don't think
not ju~t that it decides what to produce. For example, the
there's a principle enshrined in the program of the Russian
railroads. Otherwise it will be privileged in a sense against
Communist party (Bolsheviks), 1919, 17 or OS.
aU of society. If the principle that the overall society
, The other thing, that does bother me a littlebi~....
decides is made absolute, you end up with no rights for
There,are already forms set up. What's the relationship of
[the plant workers] which is absurd. But nevertheless
the one-man dictatorship to the Soviets that already exist. I there has to be some part of the authority in the plant,
What's the relationship of this one-man dictatorship to the \ railroa.d, etc. that represents the overall requirements, and
party? There's a host of questions that hit me upon
the part elected by the workers has to carry out that
,reading this that aren't answered, proposing"measures to
overall requirement.
deal with a very difficult situation. Problems were anHence the issue becomes combining democracy and
swered, probably should, have been answered, probably
centralism. He{lce I think the point raised earlier, about
did get worked out.
, c o m b i n i n g these things, what Lenin talks' about combining.
It would have been nice to have seen in other years,
mass meetings and one-man dictatorship, becomes' a
later, what happened to the policy, what happened' to the
crucial issue. One, the issue' of combination. Two, exactly
how you do that has to be checked every step of the way,
individual dictator? How long did this thing last? Wh'at
were the results? A year later Lenin's writing A Great
to seewhat's really going on. Lenin s~essed over and over
Beginning, in which the real step forward is the commuand over in every article of this period, don't just give
nist militants who come on Saturday to work voluntarily, . something a name, but check it, verify it, and then actualfor nothing. This has nothing to do with the individually change various things according to how it works, you
dictator. This is the communist party which gives the call' have to see how it works.
and says, "We've still got this damn crisis. We still have
Finally, the use .of terms like one-man dictatorship may
trouble moving food. The railway is still in disr~pair." And.
partially be related to the violence Of the language of the
the communists have to take charge and deal with it. It
time. I had occasion five years ago or so to read material
isn't the dictator that gets it done. This is the communist
from the Italian left-'wing movement of the time. [Denounparty, and a, bunch of militants who started in Moscow,
cing the J?arliamentary form of bourgeois dictatorship] jt
and it sprea!is all across. the, country. He hails this as the
doesn't speak of, say, down with bourgeois democracy" or
shoots of communism. So there's quite a dramatic leap
contrast proletarian demo~racy with bourgeois democracy,
from the individual dictator, and then a year later what
but "Down with democracy, the horrible oppressor."
seems to be quite a different thing, the subbotniks.
FI: ,,[One other thing. On one-man dictatorship and oneCb4: Let me stop you there, because it's two different man responsibility, some people are looking at it in terms
things. The stuff about factory management is one realm of factories, etc. I think it means more than that. ...
Thinking back to the' Paris Commune, and Marx's discusof things. The stuff about the subbotniksand the commusion of it. It had individual ministers assigned to responsinist Saturdays is another.
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bilities such as defense. Marx saw it knew how to appoint
its hired hands just as a capitalist does ... , It puts someone
in charge of various particular functions. If they didn't
work out or carry out their responsibilities, it took them
out. ... There does seem to be a certain-definite relationship between the elected bodies which govern the country
and the delegated authorities of these bodies to carry out
their policies.]
FI: O~ this question of one-man management, it seems to
me that there are two issues which come up on a series
of these questions.
_
_
One is, the particular period of revolution. Things are

extremely· difficult. There is the necessity of economic
development to move forward. ... The question is, how is
economic development going to be organized?
And on one-man dictatorship, one issue, 'if someone
says it shouldn't be that way, to find an effective forth of
economic organization that's more effective ....And with
respect to maintaining the working class in power. It
becomes a very practical question, what forms can be used
to accomplish those things?' It's also a question of what
actually works. Forms, like how we organize our demonstra;tions, there a question of trial and error over a time,
and of sorting it out on that basis.
•

Discussion following the speech,

liThe degeneration of Soviet -socialism"
From the Third Congress of the MLP.USA
Fall 1988
Below is a summary of the discussion at the Congress
following the speech on Soviet history (see "The degeneration
of Soviet socialism and the turn of the mid-1930's" in the Jan.
15 issue of the Supplement.)
Statements on the same subject have been placed together.
As well, the transcription apparatus was quite unsatisfactory,
so only hints about the contents of many statements were
available. This was particularly painful as this was a discussion of history where even details would have been of interest
.in themselves, but details especially may have been inadvertently distorted in this summary. We have done our best to
provide a coherent account of the discussion that preserves the
original meaning, but we extend our apologies to any comrade
whose statements end up mangled too badly or omitted. And
we note that comrades did not have an opportunity to polish
their statements for publication.
HOjVever, this was a· discussion whose value was raising
issues for investigation., not providing final formulations. And
the summary does provide a picture of this.
Below "Ch" refers to the conirade who gave the speech,
and "F!" reers to comments from the floor.
Abortion
FI: It seems clear that many of these things could have
. taken place fairly subtly and been brought about inch by
inch without really noticing it as it happened. But one of
the things which you mentioned kind of hit me in the gut,
that's the conservative line on women. The equality of
women, the full participation of women in political life, is
one of the bulwarks of Marxism-Leninism. How could they
get away with openly giving a conservative line on the
family, abortion, and these other things which you men-

tioned? How could tht;y rationalize that?
Ch: Wel( that's two separate questions: _ how - they
rationalized it, and how they got away with it. I Call't
answer the second.
. I don't know a great deal on this, but oile thing they
did was to use again this trick of justifying things under
the banner that the "victory of socialism" had put the
Soviet Union at such a high level. For instance on abortion I believe that part of the justification was that now
the Soviet Union had reached such a high level of economic development, ensuring the. security of the masses,
that there was no such thing as an unwanted child which
couldn't be taken care of. And so if you don't have that
issue any more, and the state can provide for the children,
then there's no more issue of abortion. I know that's part
of the justification.
I would like to point that, even if this justification is
taken in itself, I think that it is wrong; the Soviet Union,
for one thing, hadn't really reached that high a level. The
conditions for bearing children had not become a nonissue. There was still a harsh, difficult time for the mass~s.
I"saw one account that there was some discussion: in the
late 30's, in some article in Pravda or someplace,· described how certain women had to scour the shops
throughout Moscow to look for infant clothes. They
definitely faced shortages.
But again, that's not the complete storY. There are
other reasons why the right to abortion had originally
been affirmed, in terms of people being able to make the
choice of abortion in order to pursue oilier things they
wanted to do.
I don't know if anybody else knows anything further
on that; that's about as much as· I know.
FI: Just to/mention that, during their considerations of·this
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question, part of their concern was while the birth rate in
the rural areas remained more or less what it had been
before, there w~s a drop off of the birth rate in the cities, .
and among professional 'women it had, fallen to next to
nothing. Why this became a concern for them I am uncertain, but I can say they were talking about these things.
Nationalism
FI: In January 1934 Pravda had an editorial on thequestion pf Soviet nationalism, which basically said that when
they were ruled by the capitalists, of course, we could not
be nationalists, because it was their.nationalism. But now,
we have the workers' Soviet Union; we want to defend it;
we're proud of it; and therefore there is a new nationalism, a Soviet nationalism, a socialist nationalism. Which
once they unfold it turns out to be Russian nationalism ...
FI: I'd like to return to the question on Russian nationalism. Was there an effeet of the nationalism on other
nationalities?
Ch: For instance, when they revived nationalism, their'
approach to history was revised. Certain czarist heroes
were now declared Soviet heroes -- well, .not Soviet
heroes, but positive figures. Apparently the same concession was made towards certain of the local nationalisms.
One fact I know is that Tamerlane was declared the
national hero of the Uzbek people. I don't know all the
details, but I always had the impression that Tamerlane
was sort of a Genghis Khail:
.
FI: General Suvorov was declared a hero. He was a Czarist
general of the late 18th century, a c'ontemporary of
Napoleon Bonaparte. One of the main things he did was
crush the Polish democratic revolution. So to make him a
hero, in the 30's and especially in World War II, to put
him forward as a great example of the Russian soldier, I'm
sure the Poles loved this.
Religion and the Church
Fb Besides nationalism, it seems there was another retreat
on the church. It seems that the Russian Orthodox Church
was reestablished and pushed as a force for national pride
and combating fascism. I wanted to ask about that.
Ch: There is a definite change in the attitude toward
religion and the church over the entire historical period.
Up to the early 30s, you can see signs of an attempt at
an active campaign against religion, both by the' government'as well as by the Communist Youth, the Party, and
so forth. Now I don't want to necessarily endorse every
method they may have used in this strugg!e against re~
ligion; it's conceivable there were various problems in
how this campaign may have been carried out.
The active struggle against religion appears to come to

an end with the mid-30s. After that it looks like there's
a period of neutrality. toward' religion. And then in the
middle of World· War II there is a certain restoration of
the influence of the Russian Orthodox Church, to the
extent that one of the institutions in the Soviet Union that
very strongly defends Stalin is the leadership of the
Russian Orthodox Church.J think that indicates some~
thing.
General
FI: I think one of the questions was: why didn't the working class rise up,and why wasn't there more struggle or
protest against these dreadfully reactionary policies. I think
one of' the reasons why--this isn't the totality of the
reasons, but one of the reasons--was that the government
fostered a heavy campaign of nationalism at this time.
And the fear of attack from without by foreign count~r
revolutionary capitalist forces was not a myth. There was
a real danger. In fact, at this time during the 30s, militarist Japan actually organized military campaigns in north
China, and had actually come to the Soviet border. [There
were two large-scale armed clashes on Soviet territory
between Japanese and Soviet troops at the end of the
30's.J And of course there was the Nazis who were
building up their offens.ive might -- and they made no
bones about their intention to destroy the Soviet Union.
AD.d .so I think the government in the Soviet Union took
advantage of the situation to use nationalism to get the
masses to go along with the occasion. But at the same
time there was a real threat from without, of fascist
attack.
FI: Apparently asks about the arrests in the latter 30s and
asks whether this had anything. to do with opposition
ampng the workers or among the hostile strata.
FI: One of the frustrating things is that it's not the case
that you have' a. clearly' defined struggle. There were
arrests and repression--I'm not talking now, primarily, of
the bourgeois or of the masses, but of a whole level of
mid-level cadre. The difficulty is figuring out why, what's
was going on behind it. It's not that you have a correct·
line. versus an incorrect line, at least not as far as my
knowledge of it goes. Or that you even have two lines ....
•This whole situation must reflect what is going on in the
party and in the society as a whole. But it is difficult to
see what this relation is.
FI: Based on your intense research on this, especially on
- economic questions, you've dealt quite a bit with the 30s.
One thing I'd like to ask: We know that the capitalist
world ·suffered in that period a tremendous world international depression. Is it your conclusion, based on the
research that you've done on the economic situation, that
the Soviet Union was free from any of the cnses of the
depression, like unemployment and things like that?
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ch: In general terms, 'there's no evidence of a depression
being suffered by the Soviet Union at this time. There is
an incredible amount of actual industrial development and
growth that takes place. Nobody really disputes that. And
one of the other features is, under the system of industrialization, and of actually setting up a planned economy;
they are able to wipe out unemployment on any mass
scale. Those two things' don't seem to be disputed. I
haven't looked into the question any further than that. As
to other ways, since they were still functioning in the
world, I'm sure they were impacted, but not in that sense
of having an actual depression and collapse of the economy.
Ideology and the tum of the 30's
FI: Most of the information in the speech is on the various
manifestations of the turn. I would like to ask if there are
any views as to what caused the change cif policy. You
seem to have implied that some things are due to the
five-year plan. I wonder if also the ideological victory of
Stalin over Bukharin, Zinoview, Trotsky played any role?
Ch: I don't have any answers to that question. One of the
reasons the speechy was mainly on manifestations was because there has already been a certain amount of study
on this.
'
As to the why question: the only thing about the first
five-year plan period I wanted, to indicate was that there
were certain issues coming up in that period of time. This
was both in terms of problems in the way they were
operating,as well as certain social changes that' were
taking place due to the five-year plan itself, changes that
provided a certain social fabric in which the turn in policy
takes place. But as to what are the actual factors, I can't
really give you an answer.
'
FI: Comrades raised the question of what was the basis
of the turn that took place during the 30s in the Soviet
, Union. We cannot answer that question, which shows how
much work still to, be done. Probably when we find the
answer, part of the answer will be implied by that
question itself--the comrade actually asked about the effect
of ideological policy on the larger turn--and this is at this
low level of the transition from capitalism to socialism,
policy and ideological questions play a key role. In my
opinion, it is not so reasonable that in a highly develop~d
socialism an error in policy is going to bring down the
roof. But at this lower level, at this much lower level,
these questions are crucial, and making mistakes on these
questions will tend to [damage things] relatively quickly.
Nonetheless we're finding that the fall of the dictatorship of the proletariat is a little more difficult to portray
than, yes, around 2:30 in 1934, exactly 3:00 o'clock in the
afternoon. It's a fairly complex question involving stages.
There are several factors which are bound to be involved

is

one way or another, which comrades have delineated
before, which at this point could be mentioned again.
Of course there are international' pressures, though
these operate mainly through their impact on the class
struggle in society.
,
There is the question of the peasantry. It became a
mainly semi- collectivized peasantry and continued to have
a great weight on society. And this seems to be a major
question. And in fact it seems to me that the reintroduction of RUllsian nationalism beginning :ill 1934 was
probably a concession to the peasantry.
Another factor comrades pointed to was the fact that, in
order to replace the old state bureaucracy, a new soviet
organization was necessary, to bring hundreds of thousands -of workers, of class conscious workers, into administrative posts. Then there ,is the problem of how to do this
without creating a new bureaucracy.
Finally, there's also this question that industrialization
implied a big growth l~ the size of the vyorking class. At
the same time, you take 500,000 class conscious workers
out of production. Where .does the growth come from, it's
coming from the peasantry. You see a large section of
workers that were peasants just a year or two earlier. And
this too may have affected the issues of mobilization and
activity of the working class itself.
So these are bY.no means the answer, but they are some'
of the factors underlying the turn.
On worker communists becoming white-collar

FI: I believe it was, with respect to the first five-year plan,
, that you gave the example of hundreds of thousands of
worker communists being raised up into white collar jobs.
And I know you might have more to say on this. It seems
this would be a very devastating thing for continuing to
organize the working class and dealing with the problems
that they have. I wonder, was there any evidence, i~ our
investigation, of resistance to this, of the worker communists not wanting to do this?
Ch: I think, to the e~ent that any factor was raised in the
speech, it is this issue, that you do have a large section of
people becoming officials in this period from among the
wor~ers a~d co,mmunists. And ~ey get b.our9~oisified. The
SOVIet Umon did face the neceSSlty to raise people to carry
out administration. But how to do-that without turning
them into a privileged strata, that's the task in the face of
which they collapsed.
In terms of resistance, to the extent I've looked at
anything, .'in the early 30s there is still a certain amount
of discussion that still seems to go on among certain sections about the possibilities and the dangers of inequality.
For instance,there's this book I picked up called In'
Place of Profit. It's by somebody who visited the Sovi~t
Union during the first' five-year plan. And one of the
things it di-cusses is the campaign against leveling. And it
points out that it was being noticed that there was a
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certain problem With this. There were various justifications
being given, for instance, "It doesn't matter, one can never
become a capitalist," and these kinds 'of things.
But for instance this guy talked to, apparently, an
Italian-American stone mason in an agricultural commune '
who had moved to th.e Soviet Union. (In fact a number of '
people had actually moved to the USSR--they talk about ..
people voting with their feet, actually there was a certain
phenomenon of people voting with their fe~t to get into
the Soviet Union during this period .of time.) He quotes,
"Some 9f our leaders are now getting two pairs of boots,
they could just as well make one last longer and give the
other to someone else who doesn't have' one. And it would
make the others feel1?etter. People are beginning to notice
it."
, So it was a phenomenon and people were beginning to
notice it. Apparently there's a quote from a pamphlet
around that time wh,ich says--I believe the pamphlet's
called Capitalist Slavexy Versus' Socialist Organization of
Labor--"All children see the inequality which still exists
under Soviet rule, and the more glowingly a child absorbs
the fundamental ideas of communism, the more sharply he
feels the inequality."
'
Such things would indicate that there's a certain
discussion, that "Yes, we're forced to have inequality, but
there's certain problems with iC As far as resistance I
don't know,
FI: I just wanted to point one of the factors, regarding
education. They did have a revolution in Russia, overthrew
th'e old regime, and established workers' political power.
They still had, as the comrade pointed out, the old"
intelligentsia around. And there is the educational system,
In 1936, there is the new constitution, nineteen years
after the revolution, that's a pretty short period of tim~ to
transform the entire social-cultural outlook of what
administrators do.
.'
In the old Russian outlook, getting an administrative
position in Russia, even though a petty one, was a big
step up. It meant all kinds of privileges .. The people who
were brought up in the old society--they were professors
in the universities. These were the ones who were 'the
old-fashioned bourgeois specialists, which the soviets had
to learn from. You can't help passing certain corroding
values, transferring certain role models as well. The
workers came up under the the influence of the old elite
and the idea of the old' society when their parents perceived that if you got these white collar jobs, that was a '
way out. It seems to me this had a certain corrosive effect
on the million workers who took white-collar jobs. And
there may be a certain amount of conservatizing, downplaying the role of revolution, or of further revolutioniza,tion of society that may hav~ been a reaction on their
part, once they had x;nade it, to protect it.
FI: Do you have any statistics on the percenta.ges oLdie
party members in the the workin&, class moVing from the
I

factories to administrative jobs and the bureaucracy? What
percentage of the party was left in the factories?
Ch: I don't have any figures for percentages, but at this
time, just from looking at some overall figures, there
would still be a large number left in non-administrative
positions. But then as to what kinds of positions they were
ill and so forth.
.
.
I think that roughly speaking party membe:r;ship went
up from one million something to three million something
during the first five-year plan.
On what happened to soviet power

FI: You mad'e the point that in 1936 there was a new
constitution which abandons soviet power. It appears that
in order to be able to make a change like that soviet
power must have been pretty much dead by that point....
Could you go on a bit more about what hap'pened to the
soviet power in the 20s and first half of the' 30s?
Ch: I would agree that it's definitely clear that if you're
able to abandon soviet power officially, and there's not a
Dig stink over it, the thing is pretty much dead. As to
why, and the process by which it takes place, it's something that stilJ. needs to be investigated.
For instance, at various times, there is a high tide of'
mass activity, and there's times of ebb. How do you
maintain soviet power or mass activity in different types
of conditions is an issue. And so--what did they do in
different periods of time? It's one of the things that needs
to be,investigated. But it's pretty clear there's a process of
weakening. As to why and how that takes place, I can't
speak to that.
.
FI: There is a' follow-up question on the issue of, the
constitution and soviet power, probably on ,the issue of
what rationale WaS given for reorganizing' the soviets on
a territorial basis.
Ch: As far as 1 know, the few articles' from Stalin on the
subject, there is no discussion of that. There was a certain
amount of discussion in, society over it. I ,can't say if
someone raised ·it or what sort of answers were given-- it's
not one of the objections Stalin raises in one of his
speeches on the question. [Stalin's On the draft constitution
of the U.S.S.R, Repon delivered at the extraordinary Eighth
Congress of Soviets of the U.S.S.R, November 25, 1936:
Section V, "Amendments and addenda to the draft, constitution" deals with a number of proposals for changes in '
the constitution.] He tries to refute various proposed
amendments to the constitution; it's not ,one .of those.
FI: About the Soviets. At the time of the revolution, they
were mainly, as I recollect, a major urban phenomena. It
wasn't that they, were all over the countryside. After the
revolution, were they expanded to' a certain extent, and
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then there's a point at which they stop introducing them
in rural areas, and they just died down?
Ch: Originally they were heavily urban. But during the
revolution, rural soviets were also coming up. And the two
have to be taken more or less separately. They have their
own historical evolution, somewhat different from each
other.

FI: Half the rural membership of the party was outside
Moscow and Petersburg, so in the rest of the country it
was even smaller. They had enormous problems
FI: [This comment apparently makes the'point that while
it was absurd to say that there was the victory of socialism by the mid-30s, there was a change. These changes
make it very difficult to have a restoration of the old
ruling class, of the Czarist times, of the old administration.
This was not the way capitalist restoration went. Otherwise the comment cannot be made out.]

Fl:What we don't know is what became of the rural
soviets during the NEP period. It appears that, while it
differs in different places, to a large extent the rural
The Ukraine
soviets came into the hands of the middle peasants. With
the . sharp class differentiation in the countryside in
FI: Did you find any evidence for the claim of the bour1918-19, the Poor Peasants' Committees assumed the
geoisie that· there was a. manufactured famine in the
dominant role in the countryside. They a.ctually held a
Ukraine in the 30s?
poor peasants' congress and proposed the possibility of a
separate (poor peasants) Soviet and the party proposed .
Ch: I haven't studied the question.
that they take over the rural soviets instead. .... What
happened in the following· decade we don't know. There
FI: In our area the local newspapers have been iunning a
are stories from different areas. In some cases 'it indicates
the officers of the local soviets themselves prospered; in
series of articles on the Ukraine, as part of a_campaign
one case, a local kulak operated out of the soviet. But
also declared in the U.S. Congress;. Congress says it
doesn't know how many people are hungry today in the
these are stories. We don't know how soviet power in the
rural areas worked during the period of the 1920s, or
U.S., but it has suddenly discovered a famine in· the
Ukraine years ago.
what became of them. We also don't have a sufficient
sense as to what took place in terms of mass organization
In terms of the Ukraine, in the early 1930s the struggle
among the peasantry or rural laborers in the' period of -over collectivization was very, very intense. ... in some
collectivization.
.
sense a war in the countryside. As well, for one or two
years,there was a' crop failure in the Ukraine.
But the bourgeoisie promotes absurdities about this.
FI: On the conditions that the party faced in the countryside in the late 20s. These are some facts from Bettelheim,
This campaign goes that it has just been discovered that
eight million' Ukrainian peasants died in two years of
so I don't know how accurate they are. One point he
made is that party cadre made up only 0.3% [three tenths
famine. First this was given in articles as a supposition
of one percent] of the rural population, and half of them - and now the figure is repeated over' and over as a fact.
Given the population of the Soviet Ukraine at that time,
were not peasants. There is the existence, alOJ,lgside the
Soviets, of the skhod, the traditional village assembly,
that means that a quarter of the Ukraine died of starvation
which has only peasants and the other rural people are . ill two years, yet the world didn't notice it! I find that a
little bit hard to believe.
not allowed at its meetings. They are generally dominated
by the kulaks,· and they had commUnal ownership -of
The campaign was pioneered by Robert Conquest, who
certain small handicraft businesses operating' in the
has a book on the subject. Unfortunately, it was not
villages. So they had an economic base and the Soviets
available in the library when I was looking for it, and I
generally did not have a tax base. Frequently they ~ould
was only able to get a symposium on this subject with
end up dominating the soviets, and for example the Skhod
Conquest as one of the participants. To give you some
- might pay the salary of the secretary of the local soviet.
idea of this. To back up his figures, Conquest is forced to
This gives an idea of the problems that were faced.
coriclude that no more people died during the World War
[Bettelheim says that "the proportion of party members
II years in the Soviet Union than die in any other year. I
belonging to village cells related to the total adult popularather doubt that. He moves the death figures from World
tion showed that the percentage of Communists in rural
War II to the early 19305 . ... He claims that there is a
areas had increased from 0.26 at the time of the Thirspecial attempt to kill Ukrainians in particular. Faced
however with the fact that the top revisionist ruling circles
teenth Congress to 0.37% at the time of the Fourteenth"
in 1925. He also' gives the figures as. "186,000 party
are not just Russian, but also Ukrainian, Jor example
KhrushchQv, he is forced to go into contortions that they
members in rural cells" in 1928 and 242,000 in 1929,
aren't true Ukrainians because they are in the, party. This
which is something like .34% and .44% respectively.
is not to deny the later revisionist attempts at Russification
(Class Struggles ill the USSR, vol. 2, 1923-1930, pp.
in the Ukr ine, but in general the -Ukrainians are among
164-5.) This apparently is only the Party proper and may
the influential nationalities among the revisionists.
not include the Young Communist League.]
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. FI: I'd like to make a more general point along these lines;
revolutionary acts but again~t all kulaks, including the
It is already: established that British intelligence has its
third category.], I don't think such methods were used in
connections with Conquest. [For excimple, 3.f!:.. Getty's
any other country during collectivization. I wonder if this
doctoral thesis The "Great Purges" Reconsidered: The Soviet
type of measure had something to do with the develop'Communist Party, 1933-1939 points out on page 48 that
ment of the sharpness of the clashes in the countryside.
"Recent investigations of British intelligence activities
However, Conquest and the boUrgeoisie want to create
(following in the wake of U.S. post-Watergate revelations),
a slaughterhouse atmosphere about these questions. To do
suggest that Robert Conquest ... accepted payment from
these absurdities, he tries to explain why not only the
\ British intelligence agencies for consciously falsifying
world' didn't know about these events, but even the
information about the Soviet Union."] There is an entire
Ukrainians themselves. Every family must have had two,
stable of scholars working for years on this.
three, four, five members dying by starvation according to
Moreover, with recelit developments in the Soviet
his story, and yet he says they didn't tell their
Union, they're now having a field day trotting out all these
'FI: Comrade, as far as what you were saying there about
theories, not least of all because the Soviet revisionists are
kulaks, it seems completely reasonable to me what they
taking them up. I've had the pleasure of seeing some of
were doing. If you have revolution in the cities, and the
the work' of revisionist historians of the Soviet Union. I
bourgeoisie is expropriated in the cities, and you go out
thought they might have some facts you couldn't get from
into the countryside, and there are counterrevolutionary
some other sources. They don't have anything from the
elements making attacks against collectivization, you
Soviet archives. All their footnotes are to works published
expropriate them, maybe make them work for a living,
at Oxford, Harvard, arid in the West.
maybe give them a ticket tq Berlin. I' don't see anything
There is a promotion of philistinism about collectivizawrong with that at all.
tion, about industrialization, and about certain other things
in the Soviet Union. We do not subscribe to this. We have
FI: ... In actual fact, they wander around the country. And
questions as to how, for example, collectivization was , in general~ having more education, and ... they created a
carried out, but we're· not going to subscribe to horror . lot of trouble. So there i's some question about whether
stories about stealing the land from the peasants.
that's the best policy, rather than keeping them where
everyone knows 'them and can keep an eye on them.
The petty peasant economy in the countryside was
strangling the Soviet Union, and something had to be
FI: It was pointed out that it was generally necessary and
done about it. The low level of industry was a serious
problem, and something had to be done about it.' Which. correct to have industriaUzation and colle~tivization. But
is not to say that all was fine with what was done.
as to what lay the soil for later problems, we have to look
into the question of how exactly it was carried out,the
Collectivization
greater reliance on administrative methods and dropping
off of initiative from below, etc.
FI; ... Those who remember reading Mao' may recall someI think this is generally true. To flesh out these ques~
tions, to" determine why the turn takes place later, we're
thing he said about how they handled land reform in the
Chinese Soviet areas in the countryside. Mao says that at
going to have to have more research in exactly what was
the character of the path necessary for industrialization
first they took all the land, all the land, from the lartdand collectivization, -how they proceeded, etc. We can only
lords, leaving them with nothing. Therefore they had no
'go so far without the research.
way to live. Therefore they became bandits. So, Mao says,
As far 'as the ,question' of repression, I think that one,
they changed their policy, and gave the fonner landlords
obviously it's' a different character of repression, or not
enough land to live on, and neutralized a stratum.
even of repression, but of adrn:iIiistrative measures in a
I had thought that this was just a wild assertion by
period where they're generally carrying out necessary tasks
Mao. But then I found the constitution of the first Chinese
of socialism, compared with in the 30s when they'r~ trying
soviet areas in a Soviet book from that time. And sure
to consolidate a new capitalist bureaucracy. It has a
enough, they take all the land.
different character to it, a different edge. And I think that
Where did such ideas corne from? A Soviet decree from
in each particular sphere -- agriculture, engineering, etc.
1930 divides up the kulaks into three classes. The first
-- how many mistakes were made is going to determine
category and smallest is those who engage in counterhow much coercive measures is necess¥y, and how flawed
revolutionary acts, the second those who actively oppose
the coercive measures were that were taken in this first
collectivization, all the rest in the third. Measures are to
period.
. '
be taken against all three classes, milder for the third
With respect to the kulaks, in my own view, I think it's
category, those who didn't do anything but were exploit'ers, and very severe for the first category.' ... ' [The com- . relatively complex.
ment was not saying that they all ended up without any
Fl: Firstly, on the question of collectivization. The exproland, but that repressive measures were taken not just
priation of ther kulaks was of course only 0Il;e aspect of the
against terrorists and those engaging in counter-
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collectivization, and the question of the kulaks is probably
itself a somewhat complex one. It, appears that somewhat
different policies may have been followed in different
. places.
The .larger question was that the collectivization of the
peasantiy was a step toward bringing a backward rural
population into modern society by engaging in cqoperative
labor. And this was a ·step 'not just in transforming the
nature of agricultural production, but also creating .an
economic base for transforming the countryside, putting an
end to iural idiocy, strengthening life and education in the
countryside, and so forth.
The fact of the matter is that collectivization did not go
very far. The firs't thing is that even coll'ectivization itself
is a step toward state ownership in agricultural prod~ction.
It is not the whole thing. With collectivization the produce
of the collective farm remains the property of the members collectively. They market that to the state, and they
distribute the proceeds among themselves according to
their work points. Which means on an impoverished collective farm, people can go hungry, while a well-to-do
collective farm actually has the possibility of accumulating
capital.'
..
The aspect of it that Lenin emphasized as socialism was
the introduction of cooperative labor. But you still have ...
Arid the fact of the matter was, in Soviet agriCUlture
what was collectivized was grain production. Private
production continued to play an extremely important role
in most other aspects' of agricultural production.
So you have a peasantry which still has one foot in the
old world of petty production, and one foot in the modern
world, but not as agricultural laborers, ... [There is still]
state capitalism in agriculture. This is the class of which
Stalin a few years later spoke of as "the other socialist
class". And wh'at was being said by this was very much
removed from reality. And that's an important point,
especially because the peasantry was the majority of the
population, and this put extremely heavy pressure on the
entire 'society.
On Khrushchev, the 20th Congress of the CPUSA,

,

and other topics

FI: In terms of the development of revisionism, if the 20th
Congress doesn't mark as dramatic a turn of events, what
was behind it?
ch: It does mark a change. It is another .shift. There are
a number of things that take' place.
There is the fact that now they make a break in the
continuity of things with the anti-Stalin campaign. Elements of the new bureaucracy do say that now we want
to get rid of this thing and carry out things in a different
way. And certain changes are introduced.
For instance, as we have already noted, the 20th Con;gress of the CPSU didn't· mark the first time they raised
the issue of peaceful transition to .socialism; but it did

start a big hullabaloo and a big campaign over it. And on
a variety of other issues, there's a certain change in line
that takes place in' this period of time also, both domesti. cally and in international policy.
.
But it doesn't mark the type of chang~ in which you
could say that before they had a revolutionary line, and
now they have a revisionist line. That kind of change does
not take place.
FI: Does it mark the public announcement of change~ that
have been taking place?
Ch: Of the mid-30s turn?
FI: Yes.
ch: No. The speech was to show that actually the turn
was manifested in the' mid-30s in a series of ways.
Through the rriid-30s into the 50s there were also various
changes and shifts that take place. All of them· you can
find public manifestations of.
FI: One' of the things Khrushchev did was, call for making
a change similar to what Gorbachev's is talking about
today. And in fact he ideologically arrived at that... one of
the reasons that the Chinese and Albanians do something,
is .that he started to talk about market socialism.
Khrushchev called for a numoer of things, but there's
a question of how much actually changed· in practice
under Khrushchev, and that has to be looked at. It seems
like a lot of these changes didn't take place, because
Gorbachev is talking about the same thing. When we first
started looking into Gorbachev's program, we were surprised when we figured out what he was. talking about,
because we thought that these things had already been
done.
ch: Khrushchov actually initiated some calls. For instance,·
he's known for the two major things in the domestic field.
With respect to the .collective farms, there is the selling of
the machine-tractor stations, that was one of his major
deeds. And the other thing was the reorganization of the
ministries. The economy was previously organized through
c~rtain ministries, and now they resorted to a system of
various regional and national economic apparatuses.
Many things, that form the content of Gorbachev's
market socialist reforms, were actually elaborated more by
Kosygin in the early 60s, in the economic reform of '65.
And that appears to have only gone so far also. It seems
many of these things were stopped or halted. And the
Gorbachev people complain about this bitterly. They talk
about "We started changes, the reformers started changes
in '57 and '65, but we couldn't take them very far."
FI: On this ,point, RC:P,USA raises in Red Papers 7 that
there was this major Soviet economist, Voznesensky, who
was strongly advocatin~ market socialism in the late 40's,
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and was executed in 1949. And they say that Stalin's
Economic Problems of the _USSR] was a" polemic against
this. Do you know anything more about that?' .
Ch: I don't. What I do know is is that in the middle of
World War II they apparently come out with an article on
economics in '43. [It appeared as an unsigned article in it
Soviet journal under the title "Some problems of the
teaching of political economy."] It seems to mark some
change in how the Soviet leadership looks at economics.

Apparently that article for the first time raises some issue
. concerning reco~ziilg the law of value under socialism,
and it apparently marks a shift away from earlier Soviet
economic literature.
But there also are certain economic controversies that
come up in the immediate' period afterward, and that
continue through this 1952 polemic (Economic Problems
of Socialism in. the USSR). There is some issue, some
change of economic approach is taking place, but I don't
'
•
know what exactly it is.

The Whidbey Island anti-skinhead protest and the debate on how to fight racism
Continued from the front .page ,

this. Adding to their suspicions was a line of Guardian
Angels with hands on their hips blocking the road toward
example of the error of restricting the progressive mass
the planned racist event in the park. So some activists
struggles in order to please the liberals and other reformwent to investigate. They pushed their way through the
ists.
"Angels" and found the pathetic skinhead gathering. A
couple went back and tried to inform ,the rally and hold
What actually happened at the Whidbey events
a discussion about whether to march over to the skinheads
and confront them, shout slogans and so forth. (This was
In early November last year, .a gang of racist skinheads
the original coalition plan.) Charlie James, a local black
brutally murdered a black, Ethiopian man in Portland,
Democratic Party politician, refused to allow them to use
Oregon giving rise to protests there, in Seattle and . a bullllOrn. When the activists tried to speak to the crowd,
elsewhere.
several FSp'ers ran up and point-blank yelled wiPi bullLater that month, the Seattle bourgeois press began a
horns. Many picketers loudly complained about this,
big promotion (in -the guise of liberat hand-wringing) of
forcing FSP to allow an MLP supporter to speak to the
plans by various nazi sects to hold a gathering on Whidcrowd, tell of the nazi rally and suggest m'arching to it
bey Island. In response, various left-wing-fo-rces began to
and call for discussion. But no sooner did this speaker
organize. A loose coalition came together, later to be
pause, when FSPand i~s supporters immediately ran some
given the name "United Front Against Fascism" ("UFAF").
distance away from the picket Oiterally, ran), pulling,
A proposal for a counter-demonstration on Whidbey passed
along nearly half the crowd. They immediately started
after some debate. Those who had argued for an action in
speeches. Needless to say, this split the rally. FSP also'
Seattle on that date, instead called a march in the city for
stacked the first IS speakers at this "open mike". In this
one week later. .
. , way, .FSP blocked discussion among 'the crowd about a
As for the Whidbey action, all agreed on having a
march through the park to confront the skinheads.
militant protest. Indeed, FSp'ers repeatedly stated that the
Clearly, FSP undemocratically suppressed discussion of
purpose of going to Whidbey was to prevent the racists
the tactical issues facing the protesters. Whatever one's
from holding a rally. This' was eventually the general ' assessment of what tactics would be best suited to the
concrete situation at the park that day, there is no justiconsensus in the coalition; As well, the participants were
to be prepared for self-defense. When the 300 protesters
fication for using high-handed bureaucratic dictate to
began to arrive at the State Park on Dec. 10 they were
impose those views. But as well, FSP's tactical views are
wrong. In turn, these tactics rest on profoundly liberal,
directed into a parking lot by coalition marshals. Ai it
reformist and sectarian political positions.
later became known, this site was 1/2 mile away from,
and out of view of, ):he small skinhead gathering'. Several
i. FSP's liberal tactics
dozen police were there to . protect the iaci~ts, while
attempting to look like "neutral" keepers of the peace. The
The issue
for 300, protesters to march and conpicket was fairly spirited, with lots of signs and shouting
front it dozen skinheads or stay 1/2 mile away? At the
of anti-racist slogans. But many people wanted to march
picket, we attempted to argue in favor of a confrontation.
to at least be in view of the skinheads.' At first it was
In general, we stand for protest actions to be as militant
promised that a march through the park would occur later.
as the conditions warrant. Do the masses hate the racist
But lateran FSP spokesperson, who may have been mis-'
skinheads and would they support such a political stand?
informed by. the police, said there was no nazi rally and
Of course. Was there a large number of protesters making .
would not be one during the day. This meant there would
success likely? Yes. How many police were there to probe no need for a march. Some activists did not believe

was:

p
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teet the racists? Perhaps two dozen and others outside the
park. What would they do? In the situation that existed,
the police would probably have tried to block any such
. march by closing off the road between the two locations.
In this case the protest could denounce the police for
protecting .the racists. Perhaps the march would not
succeed in reaching the skinheads. But should the police
be allowed to get away with protecting the racists without
even being challenged in the slightest? Of course not.
These considerations need to be made to detennine the
best tactics.
FSP poses the issue differently. They dishonestly report
that the picket did confront the skinheads, and sent them
scurrying, etc.· This is a fantasy. It is .a fake militant
posture to try to retain some appeal with the more radical
activists. It conceals what actually happened and anows
them to sidestep an honest discussion of why they were
so adamant for non-confrontational tactics when the
situation warranted them. As well, by framing· things. this
way, FSP hopes to win the dispute by default. After all, if
the MLP wanted to do more than send the nazis scurrying,
this must have amounted to some sort of "violent extremism, "as FSP delicately puts it in their editorial.
FSP's editorial says:
wIndeed, some moments earlier. the
Marxist-Leninist Party defied UFAF policy
and' tried to initiate a pell-mell physical
attack on skinheads cowering down the
road. This adventurism would have
brought down instant cop truncheons on
the demonstrators and allowed the media
to paint the protesters as the violent
extremists they had warned against."
·Class conscious people, from any mass struggle, strikes,
and so forth, should immediately smell something fishy
here. Anytime the workers, youth, or black people try to
launch an aggressive struggle, they run up against the
threat of police attack, and also have to deal with the
'howling of the capitalist press. If the existence of tliese
factors were enough to preclude and prohibit militancy,
then ~ilitancy would be banned for all eternity.
FSP wishes to stick us with the image of frenzied·
individuals in using the phrase "pell mell physical attack", .
implying that we were 'out of control', not to mention
'crazy'. In this way, FSP is simply denouncing militancy, .
and ,doing so in the way typical of the garden-variety·
estahlishment liberal.
FSP conjures up the bloqdy image of "police truncheons" raining down on protesters' heads should they have
tried to confront the skinheads. This is another fantasy, as
we already explained. But, even if there was some danger
of a police attack, we remind FSP that sometimes people
who are very committed to fighting racism will· adopt aggressive tactics, even at the risk getting hit by a police-'
man. And this is to be commended.

*

*

*

For example, take what happened recently in Napa
County, California. On March 4, 1,000 protesters con~
. fronted an attempt to organize a. racist, "skinhead Woodstockrt • There were less than 50 nazis and KKK, but 600800 police, including an entire flank with drawn M-16's.
But the protesters were not in~idated. They succeeded
in chasing, surrounding and dep.ouncing sections of the
racists, and forced some to take refuge behind police lines
and 41 patrol cars. They also freed a militant AfroAmerican from the clutches of the police. 0Ne. will also
not~ here that FSP attempted to corral the protesters in a
pa~ture for a tame rally far removed from the racists. They
even enlisted, Guardian Angels to help out, just like at
· Whidbey. But this time FSP and its allies failed to hem
in the protesters, who succeeded in marching on the
racists.)
Nor did 4,500 people in Atlanta follow the liberal
tactics such as those FSP advises, when on Jan. 21, they
confronted 2,000 national guard troops and various police
forces dressed in riot gear. The police were protecting a
march of seven.(7) white supremacists. But the anti-racists
outflanked the cops and by rushing through a construction
site, attacked the racists with bricks, rocks, bottles and
cans. And there were other similar incidents.
PSP expresses fear that the capitalist media will denounce this type of action. Would it be so bad ·if the
· media started "bewailing" protests like they did in. the
'60s? In fact there is nothing to fear from this. It is
embarrassing to have to explain this to FSP, but society
consists of different classes with different interests and
views, and which react differently to the bourgeois press.
For example, there is the class hatred of workers and poor
for the "unbiased" media. If the media starts yeJping about
protests, this would be good. This would help to interest
those in society who strongly oppose racism. But there is
· a section of public opinion that would be mortified by
;such press coverage: well-off professionals, petty bourgeoisof various kinds, bourgeois liberals. Apparently FSP
bases its tactics on this section of the publk who indeed
tend to recoil in horror when the media whines about
militancy.
If one raises avoiding ,"bad press" to a principle like
this, all, mass actions organized to give the racists a
thrashing are ruled out.
i '
2. FSP'S· underlying revisionist politics:
A little digging beneath the rhetoric reveals that FSP
was dead set against militant, confrontational tactics. But
why? After all, they describe themselves as Marxist; .We
think that the heart of the issue is FSP's attitude towards
the current situation whereby reformist political trends
dominate the mass movements. These reformist trends include the union officials, black bourgeois politicians and
other liberal Democrats, NOW and NARAL, etc.
We in the MLP believe that working people .generally
want to fight on various issues: for example, against

'.
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wage cuts, against racist attacks, and against U.S. interventionism and aggression abroad. This remains true even in
a period of lull in the mass movements, such as recent
times. But there is an elaborate reformist, .liberal-labor
network that has been, erected over decades, to put ,a
damper on the fighting sentiment of the masses; to
prevent mass struggles from breaking out; and if this isn't
possible, to render them weak and ineffective.
Revisionist ideology sees the situation differently.
Revisionists do, not believe that there is a reformist
stranglehold over the mass movements. They view the
masses of workers today as eXtremely backward and hicking the desire to fight capitalist exploitation and oppression. From this perspective, they regard the' political
activity of the liberals and refQrmists as the only game in
toWn, and therefore doing a Uitle bit of good. To them it
is the only hope to lead the way in bringing the allegedly
'
, backward masses into struggle.
, Revisionists conclude that the advance of the struggle
fundamentally hinges on getting the reformist bigshots to
fight or in sOine waito utilize their influence toward this
end. And this inevitably leads them to trim their political '
sails according to which way the reformist wind is blowing.
Marxism-Leninism, on the other hand, analyzes the
reformists as being afraid of masS struggle. Their main
role is to qUiet the masses With, false promises of refonus
without fierce struggle. We conclude that revolutionaries
must oppose their political 'influence. We must go "lower
deeper,". underneath the respectable' leaders, imd
organize directly among the rank-and-file masses. We view
this as the fundamental way to' advance the' struggle. '
Whether one has a revisionist or Marxist outlook on this
question results in very different tacticaI and political
positions.
FSP contiriues:
"As veteran Trotskyist and Workers
Socialist League 'sp~kesman Burt Vulliet
said to the crowd. We are here to educate
people about the dangex: of fascism and to
build the movement. Once we have full
labor movement support, then we'll karch
against the Nazis and engage them.'"
The term labor movement here, as in the capitalist
press, refers 1;0 the sold~out labor bureaucrats. This is
proven when later in the editorial, they. state: "Next time '
le1;'s hope that support, instead of apprehension, emanates
from official labor..." (In CI~a Fraser's column in ,the
same paper, she cries out: "Come on Labor Movement-give the workers a chance to Vote for You in '92!" This is
a, striking example of how FSP, like many other revisionist
trends, equates the "labor movement" to the trade union"
bureaucracy.)
,
, Thus FSP is saying, through quoting Mr. Vulliet approv':'
ingly, that the advance of the anti-racist struggle reqUires
the participation of the union bureaucrats. We do not
Jmow what FSP has
been smoking, but this is sllrely -a
,

and

,

l

~.
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pipedream.'
,
The AFL-CIO top bureaucrats are the labor lieutenants
of the capitalist class. They support u.s. imperialist policy
, around the globe and the racist policies that accompany
the U.S. drive for world suprem~cy. At best theYi coeXist
With the employer's discrimination on the job and often
they take part in it. They are among the loudest criers~gainst Mexi~an immigrant workers - and the "foreign
competition" of Japanese labor. In recent years they've
earned the hatred of the rank and file in all industries for
helping to impose the capitalists' wage cuts. In return for
these services they receive a hefty cut of capitalist profits
for themselves. The official ~on leaders long ago crossed
theb~cades and became bribed guard dogs of the rich.
The labor t:raitorsdon't even defend the basic economic
interests of the work~rs and yet FSP seeks to make the
advance of the anti-racist movement contingent on first
receiving their "full support". When will this be? When
- hell freezes over, and not a day sooner.

*

.*

*

Similarly, FSP is all excited that [local Democratic party
politician] Charlie James is one of their coalition leaders.
But these politicians of the black bourgeoisie usually don't
lift a finger to mobilize the black community to protest
actions and oppose all milit(!.D.t politics.

*

*

FSP wants to build a card castle With reformist big
shots. But if you want to rub elbows With this crowd, a
combative st3Dcehas got to go. You must bend your
politics to please these forces.
, One way this' is done is to tone down exposure' of
capitalism. as the source of racism. To' do so, one typical
device is to yell about racism being the product of the
right-Wing fringe, of lunatics; and to talk excessively about
"Hit1~tes"to conjure up this image. This may appear radic31, but'it is merely strident. This type of agitation is used
to buddy~up to capitalist liberals, who posture as opponents . of righit-wing 100niE:s, but who are extremely
opposed to "dogmatic rhetoric" that deals with racism as
a class -question. We have noticed this feature in FSP's
editorial, cmd in other groups' leaflets dealing with the
skinh~ads. (It was also a prominent feature in some
agitation connected 'With- the anti-Oliver North Coalition
.of July, 1988.)
_
_
, Along these same lines, FSP downplays the facfthat the
bourgeoisie and the govenuilent are the organizers of the
fascists. They do n~t expose the links of the fascists to the
:mainstream capitalist establ,ishment and their racist,
Reaganite offensive. The fascists are not, in the main,
,some doWntrodden people who are mistakenly lashing out
:at scapegoats. They are rotten elements -quite consciously
seeking privilege based on being hangmen of the masses.
The police, FBI, and other feds are often heavily involved
in and provide assistance to the nazi sects, Their dema-
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gogy is that of being anti-government, unemployed white
their reformism is challenged, 'the more likely they are to
'
workers, etc. It is important for revolutionaries to expose , participate.
those lies in order to strengthen the workers' enthusiasm
We don't believe in get-rich-quick schemes. There is no
for militant struggle against the fascists.
substitute for building independent press and distribution
The liberal leaders don't acknowledge the statethat reaches out to the working class. Ther~ is no substicultivated and state- assisted nature 9f the fascists. After
tute for building independent organization in the work.all, from their positions in the power structure, they wink ~ 'places, schools, etc. This js much more difficult work than
at. this policy. And FSP avoids stepping on the liberals'
building a public relations outfit, and it does not yield
sensibilities on this question.
immediate breakthroughs. But the real, long-term strength
Besides the r-eformists and liberals, FSP banks heavily
of the ,movement lies in this tYPe of action.
on the bourgeois media. Instead of building independent
In preparation for the December 17 anti-racist demon-'
political organization to reach out to .the mas~es, the
stration, the MLP and the Revolutionary Action Group did
revisionist stand strongly tends toward building a public
wide distribution of a leaflet entitled, "Smash the Nazi
relations outfit that concentrates on forging links· to
Bkinheads!" During distribution at factory gates we were
bourgeois media figures and is intoxicated with the de- . repeatedly criticized by workers (including whites) who
lusion that it is 'utilizing the capitalist press'. In the
said we should do more than just demonstrate against
editorial, FSP praises some media people for interviewing
nazis (Le.; they should be wiped .out). In the black
them on TV, while scolding others for not helping out.
community we repeatedly ran into youth who bragged
They are so enthralled with the media, that they cite as
about beating up skinheads or about their plans to do so.
proof of the success of the picket ;that there was internaThese few examples help to expose the error of the
tional press coverage. They appeal fervently to "journalists
revisionists' demoralized view of the masses. They illuswho have glamorized the vicious .fascist 'misfits" to change
trate that the social base of the militant anti-racist struggle
and give support to the next demonstration. Th~ir editorial ,is the working class, and the youth whose anti-establishgoes on and on. They even write letters to .the capitalist
ment views incline them towards this class. 3,000 antipress praising their coverage of the skinheads' events. (See
racist leaflets to workers and youth are worth more than
Seattie Times, p. 11, 3-22-89)
all the union hacks and TV personalities.
, , This is a line of building organization beholden to and
The political climate in the Reagan-Bush years has not
d~pendent on the lying bourgeois media. Opposed to this
been easy for revolutionary activism. But it is certainly not
is the Marxist-Leninist policy to build the independent, impossible to tap into the masses' anti"capitalist sentiment.
-workers' press, which alone can provide the truth to the
This requires steadfast revolutionary work, not get-richquick schemes.
masses.

*

*

*

Trotskyism and the 7th Congress of the C.I.

In sum, FSP has a series of get-rich-quick schemes. to
It is fitting that FSP suggested the name "United Front
gain advantages by buddying up to liberals, union hac~s,
Against Fascism" for the anti-nazi coalition, and is ~ng
reporters,etc. But all this shortcutting of organizing the
to give a liberal, reformist content to it.· This term was _
masses is a mirage of strength. The reformists' smiles will
popularized by the 7th Congress of the Communist Intertum to knives in the back at the first sign of serious mass
national in 1935~ There is nothing wrong with the' term
struggle. And these smiles carry ,3. heavy price: toning
itself. But the C.1. leadership including J.V. Stalin and
, down, the militancy and politics of the movement must be .
Georgi Dimitrov elaborated thoroughly revisionist, united
paid up front ..
front tactics in the name of the "UFAF." These policies
Marxist-Leninists are not necessarily opposed to liberal
severely damaged progressive struggles all over the world
personalities, union hacks, etc. taking part in the movein the late '30s and '40s. Today, all revisionist· trends,
ment. Usually these elements are against mobilizing large
including the Trotskyists, follow one or another variety of
numbers. Sometimes, they are forced to give support to a
, these united front policies.
demonstration due to pressure from their followers and to
The 7th
Congress spurned
the Leninist tactics
of theI
.
,
.
avoid exposure. In this case, their participation inadvertunited front. One important aspect of these tactics is the
ently and against their wishes helps. to draw in less
"united front from below". This is the policy of'the
politically advanced sections of people. But in either case
Communist Party mobilizing the workers of all religions
they pressure for the liberal agenda of restricting the
and differing political trends, into united struggle for
struggle. We are opposed to watering down the struggle'
partial demands; strikes, etc. regardless of ideologica:l
to ple~se them. Marxist-Leninists distinguish between
affinity. In the course of struggle, the workers can be won
Democratic Party bigshots and the people under the inover to seethe ,necessity of overthrowing the' capitalists
fluence of liberal reformism. We activeiy work {or the
through the socialist revolution. Instead of this, the 7th
mobilization of the latter. But this does not require taking
Congress sought to restrain the mass struggle as a favor
up their ref?rmist: outlook. Just the opposite--the more
to the union officials and other reformists, in exchange for
~,
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"united front agreements" with these sell-outs. Leninism"is I . submission and the dust settles, the liberals, or other
not in favor of these types of agreements that· are based - non-fascist bourgeois trends, can again be entrusted with
on curtailing the mass. struggle. They may have looked
a portion of state power. This is what took place in recent
good on paper. But they did not provide for confrontationyears in Brazil and Argentina, for example. But socialism
al mass action "against the capitalists .and fascists.
means only doom to the class interests of the liberal
The C.l. also spurned the Leninist idea of the popular,
bourgeoisie. For this reason, liberal bourgeois political
or people's front. This is the policy of developing the unity
trends are not fundameiltally on the side of the anti-fascist
of all toiling strata in the course of pursuing the struggl~
struggle, even if fascism brings them under suppression.
for their immediate, political and economic demands .. The
Despite all the Trotskyists' fuss against Stalinism and
C.I .. substituted for this policy of mass struggle, sell-out
the "Pop ..Fronts" of the 7th C.l. Congress, they invariably
deals with liberal bourgeoisie,., such as, in the· U.S.,
follow a similar revisionist policy.
supporting FDR's presidential campaigns, and calling this
the "popular front".
3. FSP'S sectarianism and bureaucratic methOds
In this way, the "UFAF" became synonymous,in the
U;S. for example, with the C.P. tailing behind liberal,
FSP's_ editorial provides ali e~aInple -of the- petty bickerDemocratic Party politics.
ing against other gro~ps,completely lacking in political
TrotSkyists such as FSP posture as opposed to the
content, thatis common inside-the left-wing coalitions that
"Popular Front" policy of the 7th Congress. The trouble is,
emerge periodically.
"Like the media. most ostensible Left
"they tend to follow a similar policy of trying to put a
groups-theMaxxist-LeninistParty, Workers
restraint on militant, anti-capitalist politics in the hope of
making the movement more appealing to the big shot
World Party, Revolutionaxy Communist·
Democratic Party politicians, union officials, and other
Party, Intem.atiomd Socialist Organization.
reformists.
'
Socialist Workers Party, Spartacist League,
FSP even gives the excuse for subordinating the m-ass
and Cominunist party-either opposed the
struggle to liberal reformism that was first raised .by
. demonstration as imposSl1>le to pull off in
Trotsky and later adopted by The 7th CI Congress. This
such a short time, or refused to help build
. it. They only joined the proteSt at the
rationale is that the liberals _Will iater themselves come
eleventh hour, except: for the' CP which
under attack from the fascists and will then have to fight.
To quote FSP's editorial:
boycotted it: ,
"Next time let's hop~ that support,
Besides ourselves, 'these attacks were also leveled
instead of apprehension _emanates "from
against the WWP, RCP, ISO and SWP. But all these groups
...the h1>era1s, who will get it from the
attended coalition meetings, debated policies, mobilized
Nazis no matter how carefully they dissome attendance at the picket and so forth. FSP aiso
tance themsel"\Tes from. militant freedom
leveled th~ircharges against the Spartacists who aren't
even in toWn.
.
.
fighters."
.
Placing hope in the liberals flghtin,g racism and fas'cism
This apolitical bickering against other organizations
might seem to make sense, but it is only ia mirage. The
inside coalitions IS the ·tjpical methpd used to jockey for
. history of Germany i.il the 19308, and of everywhere else
seats on the steering committee. the most speakers 'at th~
in the 20th Century, shows !luit th~ Hberal bourgeoisie
rally, and for overall control of the ".coalition. This is. the
has~ iIi. the 'last' analysis, helped pave the way for fascism.
b~~aucratic in-fighting that ~e general public calls
The liberal- bourgeois political trends do disagree with
"politics." 'The bureaucratic conceytion is that with control
of the coalition, one can then boss the mass movement
fascist politics, and would prefer a different form of rule
aroUnd. And to" what end? Mainly to impose liberal, .
than fascism. But their opposition to fascism is very weak.
reformist politics; politics that may not win out if fought
They do not wish to participate in any struggle against
for in an open and aboveboard manner.
_
fascism that might endanger the. capitalist economic ~ys
AD. expression of this attempt at libe:tal~bureaucratic'
tem. But at such ,a time of profoUnd political crisis in.
dictate occurred at Whidbey.
society when even the liberal' trends come under some
FSP tried to justify their suppression of democracy in
suppression; any serious struggle against fascism bears the demonstration on the grounds that HThe Marxistwithin it the possibility of overthrowing not just the fascist
Leninist Party defied UFAF policy." in other words, there
party, but all capitalist. parties. This reality forces the
allegedly was a previous decision of the coalition to "not
liberal bourgeoisie to choose:. fascist suppression of the
confront," and the pro-confronters were therefore. "violatworking class and toilers,"
themselves taking a· back
ing UF,AF policy". Even if this were -true, FSP would still
seat to the outright reactionaries. Or the altemative: the
be guilty of bureaucratic suppression; of being unable to
revolutionary mass struggle against fascism, which raises
the possibility of socialist rev~lution. The liberal bourgeoi- ! allow the protest to democratically consider a: needed
sie reasons that at least un.-der" fascism, capitalism" is I" -change of plan on' the spot. But FSP is lying. The MtP
retained. And once the masses have been clubbed into ,was not violating coalition policy. Earlier, we stated that
I
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the influential Seattle Gay News; and longtime Black leader' harass the protesters. Undeterred, the demonstrators
and journalist for Seattle's Facts newspap~r Charlie James. , picketed, then rallied at an open mike speakout. Several
Equally noteworthy was the workingclass/unionist'compo'Whidbey Islanders stepped to the mike, thanked the
protesters for coming, and told the Nazis to get out. '
sition 'of a large sector of the demonstrators,
George ~akan delivered a strong opening statement to
NO to the naysayers. The' UFAF scared hell out of the
the effect that people of the Northwest can't turn their
establishment and its apologists. These' included ,tWo
backs on the fascist threat. "We are here to fight the
Nazis. There will be no Aryan Nation!"
liberal human rights groups, the Center for Democratic
Renewal (CDR) and the Northwest, Coalition, Against
'Charlie James spoke' forcefully to the need for antiMalicious Harassment (which sat on ,knowledge, ,of the
fascist unity. "Today, we let the Nazis know we won't
Nazi rally for two months and then publicly opposed lJFAF
tolerate them. But this isn't about a two-ho~ demonstraorganizing!) Both organizations tried to funneLthe impulse'
tion. It's about an ongoing commitment. If we work
for protest into a low-key, hush-hush candlelight vigil on
separately, we won't be able to make change. "
Whidbey held three days before the Nazis'. arrival. The
Indeed, some moments earlier,
the Marxist-Leninist
I
' '
vigil was one-third the size of the UFAF rally. "
Party defied UFAF policy and tried to initiate a pell-mell
physical attack on skinheads cowering down the road. This'
TV anchors and newspaper editors played up the liberal
"experts." At a UFAF press conference two days before the
adventurism would have brought down instant cop trunchcounter-demo, reporters harangued the protesters to stage
eo~s on the demonstrators and allowed the media to paint
their demo in Seattle, not Whidbey. This was unprecedentthe protesters as the violent extremists they had warned
ed for the Pacific Northwest media. Newscasters became
against. As veteran Trotskyist and Workers Socialist League
overnight editorialists as the public was 'exhorted and
spokesman Butt Vulliet said to the crowd, "We are here to
intimidated into boycotting the anti-fascist demo! The
educate people
about the danger of fascism
and to build
,
I
media vociferously and passionately intervened on a,
the movement. Once we have full labor movement suptactical'decision of experienced political activists. Not
port, then we'll march against the Nazis and engage
them."
content with reporting and analyzing the, news, they were
galvanized, into trying to control it!
\ , "
The demonstra,tors rejected the Marxist-Leninist party's
Ironically, and to the credit of whichever newsroom
exhortations, depriving the cops, the media, and the
liberals of their chance to bewail the protest.
person made the decision, both Boddersen and Bakan
were granted in-depth TV interviews before the demo,
Nothing'workedto ruin this historic opportunity to shut
which helped mightily to clarify what was at stake,
the Nazis down, at least for once. Proclaimed Hoddersen
Like the media, most ostensible Left groups--the
'at the end of the rally, "Don't ever let 'em say it can't be
Marxist-Leninist Party, Workers World Party, Revolutionary
done. Itcan--with leadership, planning and solidarity. They
Communist Party, International Socialist Organization,
said the same thing about the civil rights movement, but
Socialist Workers Party, Spartacist League, and 'Communist
the movement was correct. And it turned this country
Party--either opposed the demonstration as impossible to
around! We're not going to let the Nazis take over. Too
pull off in' such a short time, or refused to help build it.
many millions have died to allow this!"
They only joined the protest at the eleventh hour, except
The FSP, the lesbian/gay movement, and Blacks were
"
for the CP which boycotted it.
the first to react to the fascist re-e~ergence inthe Pacific
But the UFAF held firm, to their credit. By D-Day, th~
Northwest. Next time let's hope that support, instead of
" rally had gathered ,dozens of endorsements from groups
apprehension, emanates from official labor; and from
and individuals nationwide.
Jewish, Native American, Chicano, and Asian American
organizations; from the liberals, who will get it from the
The protest. On Whidbey Island, protesters gathered from 'Nazis no matter how carefully they distance themselves
as faraway as Los Angeles. They were greeted by 150
from militant freedom fighters; and from the journalists
wh.o have so glamorized the vicious fascist misfits.
sheriffs deputies, state police, federal agents, and their
fierce'Rotweiller dogs--all there to protect the Nazis and
All hail to ,the Whidbey Island anti-fas~ists!
•

What does Evans' reform program amount to?
Continued from page 6
pay. They want working people to be cool, to be passive,
and to follow the rich and their political parties.
To fight for our interests,we must take our stand,

independent oithe capitalist parties of the rich. We must
make the r4:h pay for housing, education and health care.
We Diust forae the capitalists to provide jobs or a livelihood for the workers. The way forward is to organize
class struggle and make the rich pay.
•
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the coalition had agreed on a militant confrontation. But • for atime. But at events witha.strongE!r mass character,
you don't have to take our word for it. FSP admits as
such as the recent action~ in Napa, Calif: and Atl~ta, the
much in the editorial and thereby inadvertently' exposes
masses sweep such restraints away.
their own lie.
Their headline reads: "Rally sends Nazi, skinheads
In conclusion
scurryint. They claimed to have opposed various liberals
and media people who said "'Don't confront 'em--you'U
Recently'the anti-racist movement has been stirring
cause,violence." They claimed 'to have "rallied at the same
across the country. Besides the Napa and Atlanta events,
time and place" as the racists and opposed "class peace" by
there was the just rebellion of the black people against
"resisting Hitlerites".
police terrorism in Miami in late January. Considering the
This was the general understanding of the coalition's
tern.po of the racist offensive conducted by the Bush
policy. But this is not what happened at the event, on any
adrilinistration, anti-racist actions might continue to grow.
point, as we have explained: in regard to 'confronting, at
We need the following policies to build this movement:
the same place, resisting, and send scurrying'. Clearly if
Conduct widescale anti-racist agitation and bring the
anyone violated coalition policy, it was FSP, who was
anti-capitalist, class issues to the fore. Go to the factories,
determined to have their own way, regardless of coalition
workers' communities and schools to draw :the workers
and' youth into the demonstrations and protests. This is
policy, or of elementary norms of democracy. '
the way to build the ,mass character of the actions, and in
In sum, reformist methods inside coalitions include
petty bickering to displace principled political discussion,
turn, tNs will increase the militancy of the actions
jockeying for bureaucratic control, and then striving to use
immeasurably. ~is is the way to smash the racist, nazi
sects. '
this control to impose liberal tactics and politics. When the
•
movement is relativelY,weak, such methods may succeed

For your reference: , FSP on the Whidbey Is,and events
Editorial from FSP's journal IIFreedom Socialist" (January-March 1989)
Rally sends Nazi skinheads scurrying
An array of nervous types wanted to let a miniscule
cluster of Nazis rilly 'undisturbed on beautiful Whidbey
Island in Washington state on December 10.
"Don't confront 'em--you'll cause VIOLENCE. Let them
meet and go away!" shrieked the media, some civil rights
organizations, and sundry island sheriffs.
But Hitler started small. So hundreds of anti-fascists in
the Pacific Northwest decided to protest in force against
the Nazis and their leaders. In a bold move fueled by
outrage and courage, the protesters rallied at the same.
time and place that the Nazis were commemorating the
death of racist killer Robert Matthews, caught in a
shootout with the FBI.
Four hundred demonstrators paraded and the Nazis
quickly made themselves scarc6. Their grim-faced orgaIiize~s stayed away until the demonstrators were gone.
Andthe lesson: we can stop the Nazis. Anti-fascists are
many, neo-Nazi skinheads are still few. It just takes unity
among people who understand the terrible threat of
fascism and who have the moral fibre to stand up to the
establishment liberals who are more concerned with keeping class peace than with resisting Hitlerites, and to the
cops and federal agents who hate protesters and radicals
more than fascists.
Four-day whirlwind. Video coverage of 'the historic
confrontation was shown around the country and the

world.
And it was the local media that trumpeted the news
that the Nazis were coming. So the Freedom Socialist
Party hit the phones to alert radicals and human rights
activists to the need for a' counter-rally.
Said FSP National Secretary Guerry Hoddersen, "The
FSP is an organization of people of color, Jews, gays and
lesbians, unionists, Jhe disabled--all of us socialists. We
know what the neo-Nazis have in mindfor us: concentration camps, ovens, and gang murder by storm troopers.
None ~f us can stand by while others are picked off one
by one. The ·Nazis won't just go away. We have to show
thein face to face that we're not afraid of them and are
ready to fight them."
Many groups welcomed her call to action. The Seattle
Gay News, the NAACP, the Guardian Angels, the Stonewall
Comrilittee for Lesbian/Gay Rights, Radical Women, and
the Association of People Living with AIDS responded
immediately, and most then participated in forming the
United Front Against Fascism (UFAF). In four breathless
days, the UFAF organized a contingent of 400 brave
people to directly challenge the Nazis.
Nothing reflected the unity-in-diversity of this protest so
much as the fact that its three elected spokespeople and
decision-makers were a revolutionary socialist feminist
organizer (Hoddersen); George Bakan, crusading editor of

